
Gabriela92: sways on the chair, bouncing my heels in Harold's lap as I swing my arms 

overhead, snapping my fingers to the beat and nodding my head..... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his drink enjoying the scenery*  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the bouncing beauty ...it is a great song 

Gabriela92: lowers my arms to shoulder level and begins to wave them horizontally, 

snake-like..... 

Gabriela92: hips rocking side to side as my head moves in opposition... 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol lucky harold!  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the sway... enjoying the view... the dance floor is open if you 

care to indulge gorgeous 

Gabriela92: slowly rolls my head to the left and right, snapping it quickly at the end of 

each sway.... 

Harold_Rarius: watches her hips sway so perfectly.. eyes trail along her curves and back to her 

face 

Gabriela92: gently clapping to every other beat with my hands in front of one shoulder, 

then the other. 

D r a z: grining watching  as gabri  gathers up the beat into her and rocks it out  

Gabriela92: unable to contain myself, I swing my feet off Harold's lap and stand, doing a 

slow hop from one foot to the other on the warm brick floor, backlit by the fireplace 

tigerzjill: finds a seat to watch Gabriela begin to dance  

Gabriela92: arms overhead, waving in parallel... 

touchdown366: great night at the lab 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches her sway in front of the shimmering fire... 

Gabriela92: slowly turns, shuffling my feet.... 

Al_dente_: watches gab swing to the beat... 

D r a z: winks  as gabri moves to the steady beat .........  

D r a z: woo  hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. watches as gabri starts her strutt  

Gabriela92: moves feet close together... grinds the pelvis in slow circle.... 

Harold_Rarius: another great one!!! raises his hand and moves it with the music ... way to go gabi 

Gabriela92: hands on the seat of my jeans, fingers pointing downward.... 

D r a z:  those hips promise.........everything as  they grind   

Gabriela92: slides my fingers around to the front of my thighs..... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Gabriela92: runs fingers and palms slowly up and down.... 

Harold_Rarius: watches her moving so well... eyes following her fingers 

tigerzjill: staring hoping those hips dont lie....hehe  

D r a z:  hands  that caress     

Al_dente_: having watched gabi for the past few minutes....  I have to shift a bit in my 

seat... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the front of the jeans... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his drink quietly, taking it in*  

D r a z: slaps my hand on the bar  to the beat  

Gabriela92: pushes the waistband down slightly, baring a couple inches of tummy below 

the lacy bottom edge of my yellow silk camisole.... 



Gabriela92: pulls up the cami a few inches, showing the belly button.... 

Gabriela92: runs the tip of one middle finger slowly around it.... 

Harold_Rarius: whistles and eyes follow her fingers as she reveals that sexy belly button 

Gabriela92: fondles my navel pendant gently with the other hand.... 

D r a z: grins to see the bare abs  

jaypee_2: smiles 

Gabriela92: leans forward at the waist, hands resting on my knees..... 

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink and enjoys the dance... watching the flames  dance over her bare 

abs... 

D r a z: itsa  rock and roll damnation   .. but a  Gabriela blessing     ....... such a  tight  butt 

as  she rocks   it  

Gabriela92: thrusts one butt cheek, then the other, out to each side. 

Gabriela92: then gives them both several quick shakes together 

tigerzjill: smiles as i see her toned sexy abs wishing mine could look like hers :)  

Harold_Rarius: rubs his hands together ... and enjoys the view... 

Gabriela92: left hand on left knee, slightly raising my right cheek.... 

D r a z: big smiles to see  the tight  butt rock and roll  

Gabriela92: brings my right hand down with a quick, loud slap on the jeans over my right 

cheek..... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips and watches quietly*  

touchdown366: watches as she rocks it out 

Gabriela92: stands and marches in a slow circle as the song finishes.... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles 

D r a z: that strut shows of her sweet candy body so well ,,,,,,,, the breasts jiggling in the 

camisole ,,,,,,,,,,the tight butt  

Al_dente_: eyes on Gabi as she cirles.....   

Gabriela92: moves onto the stage and strolls down one side, then back up the other.... 

Gabriela92: quick forward snap bend, and stands again..... 

Gabriela92: pelvic circular grinding..... 

D r a z: such a hot little dancer ,,,,,,, mercy! 

Gabriela92: turns my back, slowly bending to place my palms flat on the stage floor..... 

Gabriela92: widens my stance to look back between my knees, my hair brushing the floor 

as my shoulders swing left and right..... 

Al_dente_: marvels at the supple body 

D r a z: yeah yeah yeah winks  back at her  

Gabriela92: reaches my hands to the back of my ankles, grasping them.... 

Al_dente_: those legs........ 

Al_dente_: beautiful ass high in the air.. 

Maxillary_Nerve: smirks  

Harold_Rarius: admires the raw energy and moves matching the beats... 

Gabriela92: slowly slides the fingers and palms up the backs of my calves, feet wider 

than my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: up the back of my knees.... 

D r a z: watching the progress  of the hands  ....... 



Gabriela92: up the backs of my thighs... 

Harold_Rarius: sips his drink slowly... watching her hands caress her curves so well... 

Gabriela92: reaching my back jeans pockets..... 

Gabriela92: takes a firm handful of tight denim, squeezing the contents inside and 

kneading the roundness.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

D r a z: grin s to see the fingers caress thefirm  butt    

touchdown366: very firm 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and the tight kneading... not leaving much to imagination... wondering if she 

can read my mind 

Gabriela92: moves one hand to the front on the jeans and pushes the shiny metal button 

through the orange-stitched hole.... 

Gabriela92: flips up the copper-colored metal tab under the flap of faded blue cloth.... 

Al_dente_: watches the long fingers.. 

Harold_Rarius: eyes follow her movements ... grins and sips his drink 

Gabriela92: pinches it between my thumb and index finger... 

Gabriela92: holds the waistband in the other hand... 

tigerzjill: stares hoping gravity doesn't fail us now of all times!  

D r a z: eyes sliding up and down   those thighs and up to  the unbuttoning ,,so much 

promise 

Gabriela92: begins lowering the zipper.... 

ramster77: makes a loudish noise whilst slowly nodding my head in appreciation  

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles. so true jill!  

Al_dente_: watches the sides of the zip peel away 

Harold_Rarius: once it's below those tight and round curves... Gravity will come into play.. 

Gabriela92: feels the vibration of each zipper tooth against the front of my panties as 

they snap apart from each side.... 

D r a z: smiles as we see the panties  as the zip comes down 

Al_dente_: Looks at Gabi's eyes... she knows she is teasing us all ....... 

Gabriela92: when it's fully lowered, uses my thumbs to slowly fold the sides of the fly 

downward and outward, showing the bright lemon yellow panties underneath..... 

Gabriela92: slides my thumbs around the waistband to the side of my hips..... 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

Gabriela92: then around to the back.... 

D r a z: stares asthe  thumbsdo everthin g on mymind butslower 

Gabriela92: swings my butt left and right as I tantalizingly start to lower the back of the 

jeans down my buns... showing the yellow waistband of the panties.... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the beauty undress ... sips his drink slowly 

Gabriela92: then the bare skin of the cheeks starts to appear, with thousands of little 

goosebumps on them as they come into the cool air.... 

D r a z: those rocking buns    soon to be seen   in all their beauty 

Al_dente_: <sighs a little with the expectation 

Harold_Rarius: holding on to himself as she unravels those sensual curves inches away from my 

eyes 



D r a z: grins to see the slow reveal while the beat heats up  

Gabriela92: bends forward as the jeans reach the bottom of the butt.... 

ramster77: whispers ... sweet lordie....  

Gabriela92: baring the thin strap than joins the waistband to the crotch of the panties, 

buried deep between the cheeks.... 

touchdown366: smiles at here great moves 

Gabriela92: widens my feet so the jeans won't fall all the way.... 

Gabriela92: rests my open palms on the bare skin.... 

tigerzjill: trying not to blink afraid i will miss something....  

D r a z: smiles seeing the    hands caress  the bare cheeks  

Harold_Rarius: eyes not blinking watching the show ... wow such pure beauty 

Gabriela92: moves them around in circles on each cheek in opposite directions.... 

Al_dente_: hmm imagining what Gabi's hands are feeling 

Gabriela92: from the front, reaches back into the opening between the top of the jeans 

and the panties... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sipping quietly.... eyes focused*  

Harold_Rarius: eyes trail over those curves slowly .. enjoying every inch of that beautiful body... 

very nice Gabriela 

Gabriela92: between my legs, touches the top back center of the panties' waistband with 

one finger... 

Al_dente_: <remembers to breathe.... 

Gabriela92: then erotically drags the fingertip slowly down the center, grazing both buns 

until the finger reaches the panty crotch and drags across the fabric to the front..... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes scan the room*  

D r a z: smiles watching the finger 

Harold_Rarius: eyes locked to the fingertips following every movement 

Al_dente_: Smiles at the sexiness of the moves.... 

Gabriela92: moves my feet and knees close together and swivels the buns and knees over 

my ankles, letting the jeans slide down the taut thighs.... 

D r a z: mouths the words of  the song ,.,.,.,.,.,.dirty and young  

Gabriela92: bunching at the knees momentarily.... 

Al_dente_: beautiful legs...... 

Gabriela92: finally falling in a faded denim halo around my ankles.... 

tigerzjill: grins at Gabriela's use of the word halo....winks at her  

D r a z: those jeans just crumple to the floor  

Harold_Rarius: such toned legs... very nice 

Gabriela92: steps on one cuff, then the other, to extricate my feet from the jeans, and 

kicks them off the stage.... 

ramster77: quietly thinks.. there is a god..  

Harold_Rarius: catches it and arranges it in a pile neatly 

D r a z: catches the  jeans and slips them behind the bar  

Gabriela92: crosses my arms and grabs the bottom of the camisole, smoothly lifting it up 

and over my shoulders, shaking my hair out of the top..... 

Harold_Rarius: eyes admiring the sexy dancer... this is indeed a very warm night 



Gabriela92: swings the camisole around overhead several times and flings it onto a table 

in the second row... 

touchdown366: hi bear 

Al_dente_: watches the cascading hair over beautiful shoulders 

Gabriela92: moves my tiny hands up and down my stomach from panties to boobs and 

down again.... 

tigerzjill: catches it and hold her camisole like a prize!  

jaypee_2: grins at Jill 

Harold_Rarius: Jill you should auction it later... 

touchdown366: smiles at jill's prize 

Al_dente_: Nods at Jill.. "I think that means you are next!" 

Gabriela92: turns my back and spreads my feet, rapidly shaking my ass several times..... 

tigerzjill: holds it to my face enjoying Gabriela's essence while staring  

Al_dente_: eyes quickly move back to watch Gabi 

D r a z: grins as  gabri  gets it hot  with her hands  

Gabriela92: drops to my knees and leans far, far back until my head touches the stage.... 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis quickly toward the ceiling several times... 

Harold_Rarius: admires the move ... eyes trail all over hose stretched curves 

Al_dente_: watches the panties streeeetch 

Gabriela92: then slows the thrusts to match the new tempo... hands resting on the inside 

of my thighs... 

D r a z: grins to see the  pelvic thrusts and  the stretched out body  

Gabriela92: slithers my shoulder blades side to side on the smooth stage floor.... 

Gabriela92: leans forward again, getting up on my knees and then standing... 

Al_dente_: takes in the beauty of gabi's body as she moves.... 

D r a z: eyes roam over the prone figure on the stage   

Gabriela92: swlngs left around the dance pole, grasping it in my right hand.... 

Harold_Rarius: watching her move so well... enjoying every bit of the sexy dance 

Gabriela92: switches hands and swings to the right 

Gabriela92: stands behind it and holds on with both hands... 

tigerzjill: breathing faster loving anything that happens after Gabriela slithers .....grins  

touchdown366: hands jill some oxygen 

Gabriela92: ducks my head to one side of the pole, then the other, swinging my hair with 

each movement 

Gabriela92: pulls myself up tight against the pole... 

D r a z: off we go ,,,,,,,,thats pornstar dancing  

Gabriela92: slowly squats and stands several times, running the smooth, stiff, hard, thick 

pole up and down in my cleavage.... 

D r a z: smiles to see the pole  get   unique  polish  ,,,,,,,,,,,, shes a stunner  

Gabriela92: pushes the outside of my boobs to wrap them around the shiny brass..... 

Al_dente_: hmmm gorgeous... 

Gabriela92: licks one side of the pole.... 

jaypee_2: mmmmmm 

Maxillary_Nerve: whoa  



Harold_Rarius: watches quietly and enjoys her curves against the steel... such grace and beauty 

Gabriela92: turns around and leans my spine into the pole.... 

Gabriela92: reaches overhead, grasping the metal.... 

D r a z:  shes  on fire ,,,,,,,,,  she   's got all the moves ,.,,,,, dirty dirty dancer# 

Gabriela92: pushes my ass against it, cheeks spread by the pole.... 

Al_dente_: gabi's body stretched up the pole... great curves 

Gabriela92: leans down and grasps my ankles.... 

Gabriela92: shakes my cheeks into the pole.... 

Gabriela92: then raises and lowers my heels several times, rubbing my butt up and down 

on the pole.... 

Harold_Rarius: watches her body wrapped so well on the pole... so sexy Gabriela 

tigerzjill: smiles at the beauty and symmetry of Gabriela and the shiny pole god....soooo 

beautiful i whisper out loud  

D r a z: grins to see the   pole  stroke up the  perfect butt 

Al_dente_: love the way her breasts hang as she leans 

Gabriela92: steps away from the pole, combing my fingers up and through my thick, dark 

hair, lifting it off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: struts to the strong beat of the new song... 

Gabriela92: moving my way down the stage.... 

D r a z: the girl dont stop ,,,,,,,, watching the her body  judderas she strutts  

Gabriela92: spins and gives a quick bend and stand at the end.... 

Al_dente_: smiles... 

Gabriela92: skipping from one foot to the other... 

touchdown366: loving her sexy hot moves 

Al_dente_: enjoying the beauty of Gab's body. 

Gabriela92: bends down and gives a real "bottoms up" with my face against my shins.... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches her ... so sexy.. every move is drenched in sensuality and raw 

passion 

D r a z: this is what its all about  ....watching the bottom upas it wigglles to the beat 

Gabriela92: reaches up and puts my thumbs in the waistband, lowering it halfway down 

my buns... 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm... beautiful ass... 

Gabriela92: raises my left and then my right heels, marching in place... 

D r a z: woo hoo .....  watching  the panties clinging    

Gabriela92: then both heels up and down several times, together... 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

Harold_Rarius: admires the sexy moves and enjoys it to the fullest 

Gabriela92: drops down into a crawl, prowling down the length of the stage, my hair in a 

mess over my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: falls to my tummy, creeping like a caterpillar.... 

D r a z: grins watching  the sensualcrawl  

Gabriela92: kneels and whips my head around, swinging my hair.... 

Al_dente_: <eyes on the clinging panties.. 



tigerzjill: such sexy and seductive movements looking around the room seeing every eye 

on her  

Gabriela92: lifts and feels the fullness of my breasts.... 

Gabriela92: kneading them.... 

touchdown366: admires her sexy moves 

D r a z: he hair swishing .catches the colours of the lights  

Gabriela92: rolling the nipples between my thumbs and index fingers.... 

Harold_Rarius: there she goes kneading again... grins such a seductress 

jaypee_2: my eyes bugging out 

tigerzjill: blushes god....stops myself from touching my breasts watching Gabriela  

Gabriela92: drops onto my back and arches myself between my feet and shoulder 

blades.... 

Al_dente_: imagines they are my hands... 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hands .........  as they cup the  breasts .....and the thighs as 

they part and  arch up the body 

touchdown366: watches jill looking at gabri  

Gabriela92: rests my elbows on the stage and uses my hands to push my buns upwards in 

rhythm.... 

jaypee_2: grins 

Harold_Rarius: eyes locked at her... watching every move... phew will need an ice pack soon ... 

chuckles 

Gabriela92: reaches to the front of the panties and slips my fingertips just inside the 

waistband.... 

Al_dente_: gulps 

Gabriela92: my knuckles stretching the thin yellow fabric outward as my eyes partly 

close... 

Gabriela92: pulls my hand out.... 

Gabriela92: puts the thumbs at the hips... arches my back again... 

jaypee_2: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: slides the panties off my buns...  

tigerzjill: hypnotized by Gabriela's moves  

Gabriela92: pushes them down my thighs... 

Gabriela92: down over my knees... 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the  panties slide down   andoff 

Gabriela92: letting them fall down my shins to my ankles.... 

Al_dente_: sighs.....  wonderful...... 

Gabriela92: lifts my feet out of them... 

Maxillary_Nerve: whoa... heynow  

tigerzjill: staring at Gabriela's beauty  

Gabriela92: lays back flat on the stage.... 

Gabriela92: places the soles of my bare feet flat to one another.... 

Al_dente_: gabi's beautiful feminine curves...- beautiful.. 

Al_dente_: ohhhh. 

Gabriela92: drops my knees apart until they touch the stage..... 



Al_dente_: sooo sexy and beautiful 

Harold_Rarius: so gorgeous... 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips gently toward the celing... 

tigerzjill: blushing as i cant stop staring my hands softly caressing my breasts  

Gabriela92: fingers lightly brushing up the insides of my thighs, from my knees to where 

my legs meet my torso... 

Al_dente_: rubs my own fingers together.... 

jaypee_2: watching Jill also 

Gabriela92: scoots my bottom across the smooth stage floor until the brightest spotlight 

falls directly on my most intimate secret, sharing my passion and arousal with everyone 

present here tonight.... 

jaypee_2: mmmm, yes 

Al_dente_: hmmm so vulnerable and beautiful... 

tigerzjill: staring at her amazing beauty  

Al_dente_: A beautiful gift to us all... 

Gabriela92: props myself up on my elbows and looks slowly from one person to the 

next... smiling 

Al_dente_: smiles back.. 

Maxillary_Nerve: whoa.  

tigerzjill: blushing i stand and move to the end of the stage and whisper how beautiful 

you are Gabriela  

Al_dente_: mouths the words  "Thank you" 

Gabriela92: winks to Jill 

D r a z: stands and appaluds gabri ,,,,,,,,,,,, exotic and so sexy dance  

Al_dente_: applauds Gabi from my seat.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *downs his drink*  

Al_dente_: woo Hoo ! just beautiful... 

D r a z: woo  hoo .........Bravo gabri we all thooroughly enjoyed  that 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my tummy and grins 

Gabriela92: whew..... I needed that! hee, hee. 

Al_dente_: eyes still fixed on the beautiful naked woman onstage 

jaypee_2: applauds loudly 

tigerzjill: blushes and winks back and goes back to my chair 

 

Bettena 

b ettena: steps to the back, looks if the old locker with uniforms is still there 

D r a z:  smiles at bettena 

D r a z: they areall there 

Harold_Rarius: sips his coffee slowly and watches the curious Bettena's quest for uniforms 

b ettena: Oh, ok....I didnt see them so they must be in a new place 

D r a z: http://www.ladyanns.com/bettena.html 



b ettena: Notices a new door and opens, peeks in, and sees it is the maid changing area and steps 

in, finds the new locker, and walks to it 

Harold_Rarius: nice collection of outfits... 

D r a z: smiles as i see bettena has found her way around out  the back 

b ettena: pulls out maid two and grabs the stockings and heels and prepares to change.....and out 

of curiosity, checks the size and as usual, it is one size smaller 

D r a z: whistles ,.,   some misundererstanding  

Harold_Rarius: watches all the moves in the mirror ... as the door is ajar 

b ettena: carefully draws up the white knee highs 

D r a z: but i must admit  they do enhance  your figure 

jll101: nice ettena 

b ettena: pulls the dress slowly into place, leans over to cup the breasts to position them accordingly 

Harold_Rarius: it adds a nice touch draz 

b ettena: feels the firm clinch about the waist, the push upwards and rounding of the breasts 

jll101: mmmmm 

Harold_Rarius: enjoys the view 

D r a z: smiles as i like the way the dress flairs out giving sneaky peeks at the rounded 

butt cheeks  

b ettena: flips the skirt up to make sure the thong is positioned properly and notices how very 

transparent it is 

D r a z: smilesseeing the skirt flickedup  to giveaquickflash  

b ettena: steps into the five inch open toe shoes and carefully leans over to strap them in place, 

then runs a brush through the hair, shadows and lines the eyes 

b ettena: lines and glosses the lips, brushes the cheeks with highlighter, then steps out and makes 

her way back to the main arena 

Harold_Rarius: looking gorgeous Bettena 

jll101: very lovely 

b ettena: looks at the image in the mirror and has to admit the cinched look does really set 

everything off 

b ettena: smiles politely to the gentlemen 

Harold_Rarius: eyes trail all over her curves and then rest on her face 

b ettena: thank you 

D r a z: smiles as i feel bettena pass  behind me at the bar  ,,,,and winks at the buxom 

sexy maid 

b ettena: moves to open the drapes to let a little more light into the room 

b ettena: steps to the side room, brings out the vacuum, plugs it in, starts it up, and goes to work 

D r a z: smiles watching as bettena reaches up  to open the drapes the little skirt bobbing 

up  

jll101: watches the siloette of ettena 

Harold_Rarius: notices the little dust on the carpet next to the bar and hope for a closer view when 

she comes around 

b ettena: steps back and forth to work the vacuum, leans over to reach under the chairs and 

couches, feels the skirt ride up all the way, but does nothing as that is quite common with the 

uniforms 



jll101: she can vacuum my place 

D r a z: smiles as i see the dust   ... watches the hips sway aand the little    skirt ride up   

Harold_Rarius: enjoys the maid and sips his coffee... cleaning was never so much fun 

b ettena: continues moving around, notices the area by Harold and works the vacuum slowly to 

ensure getting the unusually dirty area\ 

b ettena: looks over to him and politely smiles, and continues with the vacuuming 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and admires her closely.. a waft of her fragrance fills the area.. 

D r a z: smiles as i see bettena stooping to get a good luck at the  dirt ,,,,her bosom 

bulging in the tight  uniform  

Harold_Rarius: thanks for being such a good cleaner Bettena 

b ettena: shuts off the vacuum and moves some chairs around, tugs them into place, again leaning 

over to bring them to the desired destinations 

b ettena: you are welcome Harold, but I only want to see the Brothel look the best it can, so I do 

what I can on that front. 

D r a z: grining   as  the little ruffled skirt rides up over firm butt cheeks  

Harold_Rarius: you don't only keep it clean... you add beauty to it by your presence 

b ettena: spot cleans a few cushions with cleaner, then moves to the next corner of the main arena 

and starts again 

b ettena: very sweet of you to say thank you....I just do what I can how I can. 

Harold_Rarius: when you are done cleaning I would love to indulge with you in a drink or two.. 

D r a z: watches  the busy bettena as i sip my water  

Harold_Rarius: to show my appreciation better 

b ettena: leans over to the low electrical outlet, feels the ruffled skirt again ride totally up as I plug 

in the vacuum, then fire it up 

D r a z: listens to the little devil on my shoulder ,,,,,,, yes i now youd like to indulge in 

other things  

D r a z: looks at the  ling thighs and the curve of the firm butt under  the skirt   

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches what is revealed and admires its sheer beauty 

b ettena: moves about the next quadrant, getting the carpet clean, pauses to shoot carpet cleaner 

onto a few spots, then vacuums over them  

jll101: interesting view 

b ettena: with each step taken, I can feel the hips sway which gives the ruffled skirt a ilttle bounce 

to it 

Harold_Rarius: great tunes as always Draz.. 

b ettena: finishes that area, and again moves a few pieces of furniture, opens the drapes and takes 

in the warm sunshine 

Harold_Rarius: whistles at the bouncing skirt ... such perfect steps 

D r a z: smiles seeing the curve of the calves in the socks and the strong thighs  upto the  

firm  butt  

b ettena: wheels the vacuum to the next area, and starts again, taking little time to finish this area 

off 

Harold_Rarius: Bettena need a hand with lifting the heavy furniture? 

b ettena: sees that I am by the dance stages, giggles and steps onto a stage and poses in various 

ways for the guys 



b ettena: makes sure to show as much leg as possible, as much butt as possible, and giving the 

breasts the look of being ready to spill out from the top 

Harold_Rarius: make a move Bettena the stage beckons 

D r a z: grins to see the sexy poses as bettena   moves around the stage  ,,,the outfit 

squeezing and bulging in all the right places  

Harold_Rarius: appreciates and admires all the beauty showered by the gorgeous lady 

b ettena: for the fun of it, sways a little on the stage and moves back against the pole and grinds 

against it, then steps away and goes back to cleaning....figuring there will be time to dance later 

Harold_Rarius: whistles at the move 

b ettena: continues with the grinds and rolls of the hips while moving along the final quarter of the 

main room 

D r a z: grins at bettena ,,,,,,, such a sexy mover when you dance 

b ettena: runs a hand up the butt, slaps at the right side, then does it again while working the 

vacuum 

b ettena: turns around, pauses, runs the hands up the body, across the well pushed up breasts, 

down the front of my body and between my legs, and rocks very slowly upon my hands 

D r a z: grins  to see the  slaps on each cheek ,,,,,, imagining that will leave a pink 

impression  

b ettena: remembering the dances of the past, a flashback running through my mind as I keep the 

sways going 

RocketManFL: ooo ms bettena is dancing, smiles 

b ettena: looks up and blushes badly, feeling one hand more than just on myself 

b ettena: quickly resumes the last of the vacuuming 

D r a z: watches as bettena sways to the heavy beat        and collects her thoughts and   

resumes the cleaning  

RocketManFL: mm so sexy, but may cause need for more cleaning 

RocketManFL: winks 

b ettena: finishes the last section, the takes a stroll around to make sure the carpet has been 

sufficiently cleaned 

Harold_Rarius: good job Bettena 

b ettena: stows the vacuum and grabs the duster and starts the cycle again, reaching high and low 

as necesssary to rearrange the dust 

RocketManFL: enyoys the reaches both high and low 

RocketManFL: enjoys reaches 

D r a z:  grins to seee the breasts  struggling to be restrained  ,,and the little dress riding 

over the firm butt  

b ettena: finishes the dusting and looks around, for now it would seem the work is taken care of 

D r a z: smile as  i watch bettena appraaise her work ,,,, winks ,.,.,.,.,. seeems that way 

D r a z: can we get  you a drink ........bettena ...... 

b ettena: nods and walks to the bar, slides onto a barstool 

b ettena: sure, I think I can take the time for onee 

RocketManFL: on me Draz 

Harold_Rarius: smiles I was already on line rocket 

Harold_Rarius: lols but it's fine I will just admire her sitting next to me on this bar stool 



D r a z: smiles  ,,,,,cosmo ? or a  grasshoper , bettena ? 

b ettena: oh, lets go cosmo 

D r a z: adds 2 measures of vodka ,  one of cointreau , one of  cranberry juice and a dash 

of lime to a  shaker over ice ,,, shakes and pours over ice into  a chilled martini glass and 

passes the cosmopolitan  over  to bettena   *winks 

b ettena: spins on the barstool, drapes a leg over the other as the ruffled skirt rides totally up the 

thighs 

RocketManFL: slides payment and tip over bartop to draz 

D r a z: tills all the bills on the bar ,,,,,, whistles 

D r a z:  smiles to watch  the skirt ride up  

Harold_Rarius: sips his coffee and enjoys those pretty legs ... they are so well toned Bettena 

b ettena: just to make sure it goes all the way, the legs get widen which allows the final inches for 

the skirt to ride up my legs 

RocketManFL: eyes bettena's sexy legs 

RocketManFL: then glances up and smiles 

Harold_Rarius: eyes trail along her skin as the skirt rides all the way up... 

D r a z: smiles as i look at bettena s legs and the breasts straining the material in the top  

b ettena: nonchalantly sips at the drink and smiles as the pairs of eyes are felt on the smooth 

tanned legs 

b ettena: exteds a leg, points the foot out and slowly rocks the foot back and forth 

RocketManFL: then eyes slowly lower to drink in ample cleavage 

RocketManFL: then curves 

RocketManFL: and those lucous legs again 

b ettena: lets the shoe dangle on the foot and makes a game of keepingit balanced on the big toe 

RocketManFL: smiles 

D r a z: winks at bettena ,........ seeing the twinkle in her eye ....... she knows what shes 

doing 

RocketManFL: indeed  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the shoe dangle delicately from the big toe... looks at her 

beautiful face then eyes trail down all along her body 

D r a z: hugs hi heart .......evening  

b ettena: takes a sip and sets the drink down, slowly lets the hands move up the outfit and pause 

upon reaching my breasts, then caressing the bottom half of each and teasinginly rubbing at the 

nipples with the index finger 

D r a z: smiles seeing the breasts pushed up in the maids outfit   

Heart1226: smiles and waves hello to the lovely bettena..  

b ettena: waves back to the other lovely lady 

RocketManFL: smiles at bettena as she teases 

D r a z: we are being expertly teased by bettena  

b ettena: finishes the dangling shoe act and leans over to put it back in place, but runs a hand from 

the ankle up the white socked leg, then over the tanned skin up to the ruffled skirt about my waist 

Heart1226: mhmmm I see that... smiles... and I'm just bout the right time too..  

greygriffin20: it does seem she is well versed in teaseing 

D r a z:  smiles as i watch bettena’s   hand caress herself  



Harold_Rarius: smiles those fingers have caressed my mind it seems like 

b ettena: lets the hand continue to my front, disappear under the ruffled skirt and as the eyes close 

for a moment, the hand moves back and forth over the ruffled skirt, hearing the soft sounds while I 

keep rubbing 

RocketManFL: mmm oh my 

RocketManFL: spies a bit of dampness on her fingers 

b ettena: continues to rub on the ruffles, then the hand totally disappears and my body lurches 

slightly as the lips go into an O shape and I cant help but let a soft moan filter out 

Heart1226: woww...  

b ettena: opens the eyes, notices the eyes upon me blushes badly, pulls the hand quickly from 

under the ruffled skirt, then grins and licks a couple fingers 

RocketManFL: smiles as i gaze into bettena's eyes 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the wet fingers being licked 

greygriffin20: oh? are you offering heart *winks* thanks 

b ettena: gets a scowl as the phone softly rings 
b ettena: rises and steps out, shaking the head while muttering a few choice words while exiting the 

premises 

 

Kelleen and Gabri dance and kiss 

Kelleen: pulls gabri close for a thank you kiss 

Gabriela92: rubs noses before our lips meet softly. 

Kelleen: smiles savoring the kiss 

touchdown366: savoring watching 

Gabriela92: arms wrapped around Kelleen's ribs, hands resting on the upper curve of her 

taut little buns.... 

D r a z: shes a hottie and a little but naughty  ,,,,,,,,,,, yeehaw  

jaypee_2: super sexxy 

Kelleen: hmm wiggles a little kissing again after tilting my head 

Gabriela92: fingers drumming out the song's rhythm 

Kelleen: purrs a little wiggles my tushy 

Gabriela92: matches the wiggles side to side 

Kelleen: wrapping my arms around gabri feeling her back and tushy wiggles kissing just 

a little deeper  

touchdown366: question who's tushy is tighter 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes and draws a deep breath, pulling in Kelleen's aroma. 

Kelleen: one hand on her tushy the fingers of the other threw her hair kissing tracing her 

lips with the tip of my tongue  

Gabriela92: quickly snaps Kelleen's tongue between my lips, holding it momentarily 

before bursting out laughing with wide eyes. 

Kelleen: giggles damn we are good kisseres 

Gabriela92: then meets her mouth again with slightly parted lips, letting our tongues 

gently and wetly play. 



Kelleen: holding close my dancing with her  

jaypee_2: gazing at the girls 

D r a z: smiles as the girls  pulse wuith  beat as they kiss  

Kelleen: wrapping her tongue in mine 

touchdown366: watches as the 2 hotties dance 

Gabriela92: sways, slowly turning 

Kelleen: my hips and butt swaying finger tips on her body 

touchdown366: sits looking as hips are swaying 

Gabriela92: takes Kelleen's hands, breaking the kiss and backing into a gentle swing step 

Kelleen: hans on her hips matching the steps tossing my hair back 

Gabriela92: releases one hand and steps out and back, rolling into a left hand turn, then 

returns. 

touchdown366: they move very graceful with each other 

D r a z: winks at the girls as they   swing around  

Kelleen: turning myself, as gabri move back my tushy and hips meeting her front  

jaypee_2: mmmmm 

Gabriela92: shifts to stand next to Kelleen, forming a little two-person line dance... 

touchdown366: great tune 

Kelleen: arm around Gabri bumping hips matching her moves 

Gabriela92: two crossover steps to the right... slight back walk....quarter turn right.... 

Gabriela92: two slides left.. 

Gabriela92: step and bend forward... 

D r a z: grins watching the girls    line dance ,, such a sexy pair  

touchdown366: enjoying the dancing lessons as i study how the move 

Kelleen: moving left then lowering shaaking my chest 

Gabriela92: stands and leans back slightly 

jaypee_2: peering 

Kelleen: leaning back streaching my legs and chest  

touchdown366: Draz where do i sign up for lessons lol 

Gabriela92: eight small marching steps forward... 

touchdown366: counts the steps 

Gabriela92: two slides right, two crossovers left... 

Gabriela92: half turn, moonwalks backwards.... 

jaypee_2: nice 

D r a z: grins watching  as the girls move to  the beat     ...... each girl has her own lessons 

to teach ,.,.,.,.,.whistles  

Kelleen: trying to keep up sometimes just a little behind wiggles my tushy to hid it  

touchdown366: classic move 

D r a z:     watches as   they move a little quicker to the new beat   

Gabriela92: struts dramatically across the dance floor, diagonally from corner to 

corner..... 

Gabriela92: circular head snap, swinging my hair.... 

touchdown366: liking gabi's strutt 



Kelleen: moving in the other direction as we meet back in the middles wrapping my arms 

around gabri 

D r a z: they get it hot ,,,,,,,, slapsout the beat on the bar  

touchdown366: taps my fingers on the bar watching 

Gabriela92: marches in place, swinging my tushy as I slowly squat, swinging knees left 

and right. 

touchdown366: they both look so good out there 

Kelleen: moving to the edge of the stage gripping the edge rolling my hips up and down 

touchdown366: very sexy kelleen  

D r a z: such a floor show .................watches the girls  enjoying themselves   

touchdown366: great floor show draz dont think ive seen them dance together before 

jaypee_2: yummy 

Gabriela92: rolling shoulders slowly left and right, with a slow head tilt and then a quick 

head snap the opposite direction. 

D r a z: enjoys watching gabri as the light catches allher curves   

jaypee_2: sooohot 

touchdown366: sips my scotch knowing the dancers are way better 

Gabriela92: grabs a handful of tank top in one hand and pulls it upward out of my jeans, 

baring my tummy momentarily. 

touchdown366: mmmmmmm smooth tummy 

jaypee_2: eyes tummy 

D r a z:  winks at gabri ss the hard tummy shines in the lights  

Gabriela92: rubs the skin in a slow circle with the other hand. 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

touchdown366: eyes cirle as i follow 

Gabriela92: peels it up and over me head, shaking my hair out as it passes through the 

neck opening... tosses the tank on a nearby table. 

Gabriela92: my^ 

touchdown366: garbs it 

touchdown366:  as a keep sake 

D r a z: taps  my foot  to the beat as i watch gabri   slide the top off 

Gabriela92: holds my head with both hands, gyrating my pelvis in slow circles. 

Gabriela92: with a quick hip snap at the end of each rotation 

touchdown366: looks as gabi does a hip snap 

D r a z: those hips captivating   

jaypee_2: yes yes 

Gabriela92: slides my palms slowly down the front of my thighs until they rest on my 

knees... 

touchdown366: slides my eyes down patting my forehead with her top 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders, causing my boobs to shudder in their little emerald 

green lace bra. 

D r a z: grins watchnig  the whole of gabri in motion to the beat  

touchdown366: such a nice shade of green mmmmmmmm 

jaypee_2: gorgeous 



Gabriela92: turns my back, and lets my hands slide down the back of my calves... 

touchdown366: nice tight calves  

D r a z: eyes on that tush as it moves to the beat   

Gabriela92: grasping my ankles and wiggles my feet wider on the floor... 

Gabriela92: looks back between my legs, my hair brushing the floor. 

D r a z: winks at gabri 

Gabriela92: flexes one knee, then the other, alternating to the beat 

touchdown366: great moves gabi as i watch the hair hitting the floor 

jaypee_2: my eyes bugging 

Gabriela92: causing my ass to shift dramatically with each leg flex. 

D r a z:  tempertures running on super hot  

touchdown366: Draz turn on the AC 

D r a z: switches all the fans on  

touchdown366: she is hotter than hell 

Gabriela92: drops face first, catching myself in a push-up pose and dropping to my 

front... 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my back and braces myself on feet and shoulder blades, 

pumping my pelvis and tummy toward the ceiling. 

touchdown366: so atheletic and yet gracefull 

Gabriela92: hands on my buns, helping with the pumping motion 

D r a z: such  hot writhing body  

touchdown366: blood pumping harder here as i look on 

jaypee_2: grins at Draz 

D r a z:  hotter than hell  

Gabriela92: drops onto my back again and rolls onto my tummy.... 

touchdown366: eyes roll and roll watching 

Gabriela92: raises up into a crawl and snaps my head to flip my hair off my face 

Gabriela92: moves cat-like across the floor to TD's chair... 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri as she crawls      across 

touchdown366: sings to the song in hounor of the hot dancer 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on his knees.... 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

touchdown366: meow as i see her put her hands on my knees 

Gabriela92: pushes them apart.... 

touchdown366: looks at her as she does smiling 

Gabriela92: runs my palms up and down his thighs several times 

Gabriela92: then pushes myself to standing, between his legs.... 

touchdown366: oh such smooth palms  

touchdown366: looks up at her 

Gabriela92: gyrates in front of him... 

jaypee_2: mmmmmm 

touchdown366: eyes try and follow her moves 

D r a z: there she goes ,,,,,,such sweet candy  

Renee d: Hello Gabbi 



Gabriela92: sits sideways on his left leg, facing his right. 

Gabriela92: hi, Renee 

touchdown366: looks at her as she sits 

Gabriela92: shifts my tushy left and right on the top of TD's leg. 

touchdown366:  gives her a grin 

jaypee_2: hello renee 

touchdown366: feels the shifts on my leg 

kelli-: quietly finds a seat  

Gabriela92: hooks my right foot around a chair leg and leans all the way back 

touchdown366: looks down at her admiring her hot moves 

Gabriela92: takes TD's left hand and lays it flat on my taut tummy... 

touchdown366: it feels so smooth and tight 

Gabriela92: holds him by the wrist and moves his fingertips randomly all over the soft 

skin. 

touchdown366: smiles at her soft touch  

touchdown366: loving how she feels 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: sits back up and gives TD a kiss on the cheek before standing and dancing 

over toward JP's table..... 

touchdown366: smiles at the kiss as i watch her leave 

kelli-: smiles as I watch Gab dance  

jaypee_2: oh yes 

jaypee_2: gazing 

Gabriela92: runs the instep of my shoe gently up the inside of Jaypee's shin... 

jaypee_2: oh my 

touchdown366: looks on as she does 

Gabriela92: then rests my foot on the front edge of his chair seat, between his legs.... 

jaypee_2: my breath quickens 

kelli-: could be his last  

jaypee_2: grins 

Gabriela92: swivels the shoe back and forth on the ball of my foot, wiggling and sliding it 

in further and further... 

jaypee_2: ohhhhh 

Gabriela92: until my toes touch the front of Jaypee's trousers.... 

touchdown366: slowy sees her foot disappear 

Gabriela92: my bright pink toenails grazing the fabric 

kelli-: his eyes are gonna pop out of his head LOL 

jaypee_2: for sure 

jaypee_2:    

touchdown366: watches as she dances for jp 

Gabriela92: wiggles the toes slightly underneath... 

touchdown366: loving how she is teasing him with her foot 

Gabriela92: then gently begins to tap my foot 



jaypee_2: gasps 

touchdown366: sees her tapping to the beat 

jaypee_2: yessssss 

kelli-: she's just keeping time to the song 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: smiles with half-closed eyes as I slowly shake my head side to side to the 

beat of the song 

touchdown366: watches the head go side to side to the music 

jaypee_2: mmmMMMM 

Gabriela92: withdraws my foot and dances in close to the chair between Jaypee's legs 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

touchdown366: looks to see his reaction 

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers behind Jaypee's neck, forearms resting on his 

shoulders. 

jaypee_2: gazing into your eyes 

kelli-: he's never gonna be the same .. smh slowly 

touchdown366: looking as she resting on his shoulders 

Gabriela92: swings my left leg over Jaypee's right thigh, and my right leg over his left 

thigh. 

Gabriela92: drops down onto his lap 

touchdown366: so graceful she is moving 

jaypee_2: my hands on your hips 

Gabriela92: shifts my weight from left to right and back again 

Gabriela92: shoulders rolling to the beat 

jaypee_2: holding you as you sway 

touchdown366: watches as she shifts to the beat 

Gabriela92: shifting ever closer with each cycle... 

touchdown366: looking on as she gets closer 

kelli-: eyes move to TD .. then Draz.. grins .. and back to jp and Gab 

jaypee_2: mmmMMM 

Gabriela92: soon the tight green lace of my bra begins to slide softly left and right across 

the front of Jaypee's shirt... 

touchdown366: whish i were his shirt 

kelli-: there's gonna be hell to pay ... head nods to the song  

jaypee_2: moans softly 

Gabriela92: looks down and sees how the increased pressure causes the round fullness of 

my breasts to spill slightly further out the top of the low cut cups. 

touchdown366: sips my drink as i watch 

jaypee_2: dazing 

jaypee_2: gazing 

touchdown366: and a great cut it is 

Gabriela92: moves my face closer and closer in... 

jaypee_2: mmmmm 

jaypee_2: waiting 



touchdown366: finishes my scotch as i see her getting closer 

Gabriela92: my warm breath filling Jaypee's right ear, my left cheek lightly brushing 

his.... 

jaypee_2: panting 

Gabriela92: gently nips and tugs his left ear lobe.... 

jaypee_2: ooohhhhhh 

Gabriela92: then releasing it... 

jaypee_2: mmmmm 

touchdown366: sees her release it 

Gabriela92: swings my legs off his, and stands, half turning before dropping down onto 

his right leg, straddling it. 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

touchdown366: not sure he can take it thinking to myself 

Gabriela92: scoots the crotch of my tight jeans up and down on Jaypee's thigh 

jaypee_2: oohhhhhhh 

kelli-: poor guy LMAO 

Gabriela92: reaches down and grabs Jaypee's right ankle... 

jaypee_2: lol, lucky guy 

touchdown366: such a sexy move on her part 

Gabriela92: lifts his foot off the floor and rests his heel on the tables so his leg is 

extended straight out. 

jaypee_2: mmmmmm 

touchdown366: waits to see what she will do next 

jaypee_2: waiting 

Gabriela92: leans forward and lays myself on Jaypee's leg, his shin pressed tight into my 

cleavage. 

jaypee_2: oh my 

touchdown366: watches as she presses into him 

jaypee_2: feeling you pressed on my leg 

Gabriela92: rocks myself left and right with slight pulsing of my hips 

touchdown366: watches the hips as they pulse 

Gabriela92: sits back up 

jaypee_2: breathing hard 

Gabriela92: reaches back and rubs my hands on the back of Jaypee's head and neck. 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmmm 

touchdown366: remembering how good her touch is 

Gabriela92: stands and positions myself back between his legs, facing away. 

jaypee_2: holding your hips 

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhh very hot look 

Gabriela92: shakes my butt left and right, my arms laid across the top of my head 

touchdown366: yessssssss as i watch her do that 

jaypee_2: watching her shake 

Gabriela92: lets my hands slowly move down my face... my neck.... shoulders.... 

jaypee_2: lovely 



Gabriela92: over the upper curves of my boobs... 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

touchdown366: sees her tracing her body with those nice hands 

Gabriela92: pausing to cup and gently weigh them in my hands... 

Gabriela92: down the bare skin of my tummy... 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

kelli-: <<< light weight LOL 

Gabriela92: here's where you have to sit on your hands, Jaypee..... 

jaypee_2: admiring 

touchdown366: soooooooooo smooth  

jaypee_2: lol, sits on my hands 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of my jeans... 

jaypee_2: oh my 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper... 

touchdown366: thinks i hear them unsnap over the music 

jaypee_2: yesss 

kelli-: not supposed to touch the girls jp .. just so you understand what she means 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into my back pockets.... 

jaypee_2: gotcha 

touchdown366: sees them slide in 

Gabriela92: pushes down one side, then the other... 

touchdown366: watches as they slowy slide down 

Gabriela92: the waistband retreating over the roundness of my ass cheeks, exposing the 

waistband of my dark green thong.... 

jaypee_2: my eyes bug out 

touchdown366: notices how they match 

Gabriela92: then the round globes of smooth tan skin coming into view.... 

jaypee_2: admiring 

touchdown366: soooooooo smooth and tan 

Gabriela92: takes the jeans to the bottom of my buns and holds them there.... 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmmm 

touchdown366: watches as she stops there 

Gabriela92: leans forward and crosses my arms, resting them on the table 

jaypee_2: yesss 

touchdown366: likeing the look gabi is giving 

Gabriela92: swings my bottom left and right, about 12 inches from Jaypee's face 

jaypee_2: licks my lips 

touchdown366: watches as she swings left and right 

Gabriela92: flips my hair off one shoulder and glances back over it, smiling... 

jaypee_2: smiling at Gabriela 

Gabriela92: You may kiss the cheek of your choice, Jaypee... ten second limit. 

jaypee_2: puckers up 

touchdown366: lucky guy 

jaypee_2: kissing right cheek 



jaypee_2: raining kisses on it 

Gabriela92: c'mon over here, TD... you can plant one on the left cheek. 

touchdown366: walks over and kisses the left one 

touchdown366:  loving it  

kelli-: giggles 

jaypee_2: big huge smiles 

Gabriela92: beams with joy as I feel the guys' mouths gently kissing my smooth, bare 

buns 

touchdown366: very smooth loving it 

Gabriela92: stands up and pulls the jeans back up, re-snapping them and tugging the 

zipper back up. 

jaypee_2: exquisite 

jaypee_2: awww 

touchdown366: watches as she pulls the pants back up 

jaypee_2: a shame to cover them up 

Gabriela92: saunters back over to the bar, stopping by TD's table to retrieve my tank top 

and stretch it back over my head again.... 

Gabriela92: putting arms in.... 

jaypee_2: mmmmm, ty Gabriela 

touchdown366: watches as she puts it back on smiling 

Gabriela92: smoothing it back down and tucking it into my jeans again. 

jaypee_2: sooo lovely 

jaypee_2: my breathing slows 

jaypee_2: returning to nearly normal 

Gabriela92: strolls behind the bar and pours myself a ginger ale over ice. 

 

 
Cynnamin Delight 
cynnamin delight: steps into the change room, reappears dressed in pastel green silks 

that hug the body and drape over the curves, walks on the barefeet to a dance stage 

cynnamin delight: steps onto the stage, begins a very slow sway of the hips while turning 

slowly clockwise 

ratherbe: watches as cynnamin begins to dance  

cynnamin delight: raises the arms above the head, palms pressed together while swaying 

and rocking the hips 

cynnamin delight: brings the arms down, the hands run up and down the silks, over the 

breasts, nipples lightly pressing through the silks 

ratherbe: sits back enjoying the show 

cynnamin delight: continues the slow sway, the eyes close as the hands come up the 

body, down the sides 

cynnamin delight: slowly lowers to the knees, the shoulders slowly weave, the eyes look 

at the gentleman, and a small smile comes across the facee 

ratherbe: begins to sway in time with cynna 



cynnamin delight: again the hands come up the body, swaying again as a snake charmer, 

the head swaying very slowly, the eyes in contact with his 

ratherbe: smiles  

cynnamin delight: a slow lick of the well glossed lips is given, rising from the stage, 

stepping from it, approaching him and smiles, continues the slow sway 

cynnamin delight: spins upon the balls of the feet, the lovely rounded butt draped in a 

soft green continues the slow sway and rock 

cynnamin delight: looks back to the gentlemen, smiles, moves to rest upon his lap and 

again begins the slow sway of the hips 

cynnamin delight: rocking clockwise, then reverses the movement, and again sways back 

and forth upon his lap 

cynnamin delight: a hand reaches to caress his face, to glide upon his chest 

cynnamin delight: sways again, then rocks slowly upon his lap, smiles, rises and steps 

back to the stage 

ratherbe: hello LaTetona  

cynnamin delight: spins clockwise as again the arms extend above the head and the hips 

again sway very slowly and exaggerated 

ratherbe: watches cynna with intense concentration 

cynnamin delight: again the hands run along the sides, up and down the body as the 

head falls back, the hair hangs to the middle of the back 

cynnamin delight: the swaying continues, again lowers to the knees, hands upon the silks 

as they are drawn up and held while the body sways 

cynnamin delight: the silks released, spins around to sit upon the stage and lies back, 

hands run along the body 

ratherbe: sits here mezmerzied buy cynna's beauty  

cynnamin delight: a leg is raised, the pastel green silks falls onto the body, showing the 

brown leg 

ratherbe: her body outlined by the silk  

cynnamin delight: the foot is pointed, the leg drawn back, then extended again 

cynnamin delight: both legs scissors kick as the silks again puddle upon my body 

cynnamin delight: drops one leg under the other, sits up, spins around and gets back to 

thee knees 

cynnamin delight: stands, backs to the pole and rests against it, raises and lowers against 

it 

cynnamin delight: slips part of the silks off, tosses them to the stage, leaving the girl 

dressed in a very short length toga like silk 

ratherbe: wishes i was that pole  

cynnamin delight: a hand glides over the body, the head rests back as the swaying again 

starts 

cynnamin delight: with a grab of the pole with one hand, spins around the pole, lies back, 

hair again dangling to the floor 

D r a z: smiles to see  the silk drape over the luscious curves   

cynnamin delight: steps away from the pole, reaches to loosen the silks again, leaving 

her body covered in a tube top like silk cover and a loin cloth styled silks 



cynnamin delight: smiles and grabs the pole, lowers, sways the hips and lets the head 

drape back 

D r a z: such a glorious sight    to see the provocative hips sway  

cynnamin delight: smiles to the audience, steps from the pole, and rocks the hips and 

squats, giving the view of between the legs 

cynnamin delight: sways in place, slowly rises, and spins clockwise once more as the 

arms extend above the head 

D r a z: eyes take in the sight of the parted lips  and the rocking hips  

cynnamin delight: a little shimmy of the butt, a jiggle of the breasts 

cynnamin delight: a smile flashed a toss of the hair each way, and again drops to the 

knees and continues the sway 

D r a z:  grins  at  the sexualy inspired moves  

cynnamin delight: the hands cup the breasts, they are circled upon, then given a teasing 

caress of the nipples as each presses through the silks 

cynnamin delight: rising slowly, leaning back, breasts pushed to the ceiling as they are 

jiggled 

D r a z: those upturned breasts  moving   to the beat 

cynnamin delight: stands, backs to the pole, drapses a leg around it and grinds upon the 

pole 

ratherbe: love that body  

cynnamin delight: rocks and grinds again while moving up and down on the pole....the 

eyes close, the glossed lips turn into a pouty O 

cynnamin delight: the leg is released, steps from the pole, spins and drops to the floor, 

head lowered, arms extended out, palms down as she finishes her dance 

D r a z: grins to see the pole  slide over the girls body  to herexcitement  

cynnamin delight: the head slowly rises, a smile offered to the audience 

D r a z: winks at cynn   

ratherbe: claps and whistles approval  

D r a z:  and stands and appaluds  

cynnamin delight: rises, gathers the silks from the floor and bows to the audience 

D r a z:  bravo  cynn  ,,,,,,,,,, perfection 

Al_dente_: woo hoo cynnamn.... applauds... 

D r a z:   smile as we catch a glimpse as cynn bends  

cynnamin delight: the eyes sparkle, the smile bright as I step from the stage 

cynnamin delight: goes to the change room 

ratherbe: ty cynna 

D r a z: smiles as i watch cynn  

cynnamin delight: returns dressed in maroon colored silks, draped over the body and still 

highlights every feminine curve 

D r a z: such a delight ...........   wipes the bar ,,,,,,,,can i get  you a drink ? 

cynnamin delight: steps to the bar, one foot before the other, and takes a seat upon a 

barstool, lets the silks again drape and fall around her body 

cynnamin delight: yes please Draz 

cynnamin delight: some sparkling water will be good for now 



D r a z: on its way ,,,,,,,,,,,, my eyes not leaving cynnn  as i get the drink 

cynnamin delight: the breasts proudly pushed out, the silks part to show the soft inner 

thighs 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling water...  pours into 

a shaker with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to cynn *winks,..... seees  the bubbles are 

invigorated ,,,,,,,,,  just like me from watching her dance 

cynnamin delight: thank you Draz 

Al_dente_: sits quietly... admiring the cuves.. and legs... 

cynnamin delight: a sip is taken, being careful not to leave a lip stain upon the glass 

D r a z: smiles ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,my pleasure ,,,,,,,,,,, always good to see a girl who danceforher 

pleasure  

ratherbe: very sexy indeed cynna  

cynnamin delight: thank you 

D r a z: my eyes follow the curve of cynn's lips on the glass ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. and drift to the 

parted silks  

cynnamin delight: turns slowly upon the barstool, allowing all to feast upon the girl 

Al_dente_: appreciates the feminine curves..... 

D r a z:  smiles as i take my time taking in all of cynn's beauty  

cynnamin delight: toys with a maroon colored ribbon tied into the hair to allow all of 

girl's face to be on display 

 

 

Kelleen and Heart 
 
Heart1226: struts to the stage.. looking over my shoulder as my black thigh high leather 

boots clicks on the floor... holding unto the pole and walks around it.. hips suggestively 

swaying....... scream from the top of my lungs. what's going onn..... ??  

Poppy England: *sips her vodka and smiles as Heart struts onto the stage 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

D r a z: grins watching heart as  she moves to the   pole   

Kelleen: smiles over watching heart 

Al_dente_: smiles as heart swings on the pole 

Heart1226: smiles and and crroks my index finger to Kellen... I think you still have some 

unfinish business with me.... winks 

Poppy England: *claps her hands* dancing!! 

Kelleen: oh my taking a big sip of the drink getting up checking myself in the mirrow 

Kelleen: the 5 inch fuck me pumps clicking on the floor as i walk to the stage  

D r a z: chesck out kelllen in her blue dress ,,,,,, yes indeed  

Heart1226: grips on the hardness of the pole and lifts my lithe body around... my skirt 

flares up.. showing the red sheer lace panties that matches my red bra.... 

Al_dente_: <likes the suggestion the pumps are making.... 

Heart1226: lands my hands over my head .. still gripping the pole .. smiling widely as I 

watch Kellen approaches..  



Kelleen: getting in my hand bag sliding a $50 on the stage sitting  

D r a z: smiles watching kelleen and  heart on the stage  

Al_dente_: Hmmm admires Hearts legs... 

Kelleen: walking up the stair swaying my butt in the tight dress going over finger tips up 

hearts arm 

jaypee_2: admiring Kelleen's butt 

Kelleen: arching my butt out a little wiggles it  

Heart1226: grins....seductively swaying my body next to Kellen... running my fingertips 

along her slender arm...  

Kelleen: lips part just a little a soft moan leaning in kissing hearts neck 

Al_dente_: <smiles, watching the two girls on stage interact 

Kelleen: lifting my leg the dress riding up and no attempt to lower it  

Heart1226: tilts my head a lil sideward... moans softly to Kellen's warm kiss... trying  

hard to keep my knees steady as we continue to move in with the erotic song..  

Kelleen: sliding my hands up and down her arms kissing purring on her skin shfiting my 

legs and butt around  

kelli-: quietly takes a seat with al and jp 

Poppy England: *smiles and waves to kelli 

Kelleen: my dress http://www.luckydresshop.com/sexy-blue-strapless-short-mini-club-

wear-dresses-with-zipper-up-and-sleeveless-mf62ag.html 

kelli-: smiles and waves 

kelli-: mmmmmm watching the dance and the sexy lil dress hugging Kels body 

Kelleen: moving to hearts other side swaying my hips and butt licking her neck again 

Heart1226: grabs a hold of Kellen's hands before she torment my senses more.. pinning 

them up over her head.. on the pole with my left hand.. as my right.. wander up and 

down her sides... our bodies pressed together in a slow provocative dance..  

D r a z: smiles watching heart  's seductive moves] 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: gotta love that pole .. giggles 

jaypee_2: hehe 

Kelleen: hand over my head looking deep into her eyes swaying side to side lifting one 

leg and the the hem of the dress just below my hips 

Al_dente_: whispers to kelli.. "hearts is pretty sexy too.... and we've already been flashes 

the red lace paties to match the red bra...." 

Kelleen: leans bitting tugging hearts lower lip 

kelli-: and Draz has every slow MJ tune ever recorded  

kelli-: eyes wide watching my friends dance  

Poppy England: *gasps* watching 

Kelleen: smiles at kel waves  

Heart1226: sliding my left hand down .. crawling over to the softness of her neck... her 

arm... as I grind my hips down low her body... blowing warm breath to her skin....  

kelli-: it's getting warm in here 

D r a z: grin  watching the bodies sway in the lights  

Kelleen: turns around looking over my shoulder whispering unzip me lover  



jaypee_2: grins 

Heart1226: looks up at her.. couldn't help licking my lips with my tongue.. as my hands 

gently rubs the smoothness of her legs and thigh.. as my body grind back up... lost in the 

sensation and the sensuality of the song...resting my hands to her hips and keeps 

swaying... smiling at her..  

Poppy England: *leans back against the bar, watching the girls....fanning herself 

Heart1226: moving my hand around her waist.. to hold the zipper of her alluring blue 

dress... slowly pulling it down as we continue to move in rhyme with the beat..  

Kelleen: swaying my butt to heart waiting for her to lower the zipper  

Al_dente_: eyes follow hearts fingers as the zipper parts 

Heart1226: smiles and winks at her as I rock my body along with hers.. my hands gently 

pushing her dress down... revealing her blue strapless bra... looks over to the smiling 

crowd and winks at them..  

D r a z: grins watching  ,,,, as the girls sway to the beat in the lights  

Kelleen: the fuck me pump still one steeping out of the dress 

kelli-: giggles at kel  

Heart1226: moves behind Kellen's ... showcasing the crowd her enigmatic dancing and 

glorious physique... as I hold her hips and keeps swaying wwith her 

Al_dente_: Likes the way the five inch heels adds that curve to Kelleens legs.... 

Poppy England: *sways gently to the music, eyes fixed on the beautiful girls 

Kelleen: turning around hands over my head gripping the poll the sheer baby cups of the 

bra hiding nothing from view infact the bars in my nipples ever able to shimer in the light  

Maxillary_Nerve: hey jay  

jaypee_2: oh wow 

D r a z:   smiles watching  the  stripped kellesn move so her clothes stimulate her  

Poppy England: *admires Kelleen's body jewellery and the effect of the lights.... 

Heart1226: my red painted fingernails lightly grazes the undersides of Kellen's breasts as 

she moves seductively with me.... my black skirt riding up as my thigh brushes with hers.. 

lost in the dance and her sexiness..  

Heart1226: winks and blows a kiss to Scarlett....  

Kelleen: moving with heart captured in her eyes purring  

Kelleen: then my finger start unding her blouse 

scarlett2angel: sits at the bar an smiles hello Heart 

Poppy England: *hand patting her thigh above her stocking in time to the music, 

watching the girls... 

Heart1226: bites my bottom lip as her fingers starts to toy around my shirt's buttons.... 

gasping as she undo it one by one...  

kelli-: exotic music for two exotic girls 

scarlett2angel: dont stop now 

Kelleen: slipping her blouse over her shoulder as each botton it undone licking my lips 

locked to her eyes 

Heart1226: shiversss as I feel the cool air touches the warmness of my heated skin... 

biting my lip harder as Kellen reveals my red bra for the audience to see... tiny rivulets of 

sweat forming along my chest...  



Al_dente_: hmmm watching Herats blouse slowly slip off as the buttons are undone.... 

D r a z: two hot girls putting a spell on us  

jaypee_2: wipes my brow 

Kelleen: hearts bouse drops to the stage i kneel my head between her calves lips so close 

to her sin there is only room for my breath as my hdea slides up 

Heart1226: locking my eyes unto hers as I rest my hands to her shoulders.. pressing our 

bodies together tightly... parting my lips with anticipation.. as we mindlessly continue to 

dance..  

Kelleen: hands sliding hearts skirt up not breaking a rule but if a soft puff of air hit me my 

lips will be on her skin 

D r a z:  smiles watching the girls locked together  

kelli-: looks for the key, just incase we need to unlock them later 

jaypee_2: hehe 

D r a z:  laffssss 

Heart1226: my heartbeat's frantically racing as she torment my senses achinngly sweet... 

leaning my back to the pole... not wanting to break any rule.. yess... grinding my body 

against it... tryign hard not to lose my sanity...  

kelli-: screw it, watching them is more fun  

Kelleen: unzipping hearts skirt skirt tuggint it down with my teeth wtih a low grrrr 

Poppy England: oh my!!!!! 

kelli-: mmmm mmm mmmm 

Al_dente_: smiles.... the girls looking so hawt!! 

kelli-: tucks a bib on Al and JP .. so they don't drool all over themselves  

Heart1226: holds on to the pole for my dear life.... panting... hips keeps swaying in a 

squirming motion.. as I feel  my skirt fall down... her breath sending tingling sensation all 

over my veins..  

Kelleen: as i move one then the other foot up tossing the skirt over my shoulder my teeth 

grip hearts thigh tuging the smooth skin 

Al_dente_: <notices kelli has a towel...... 

kelli-: watching the tingle bumps move up hearts inner thigh  

kelli-: two, Al.. two 

Al_dente_: lol 

Al_dente_: Admires the skimpy red lace underwear set..... 

jaypee_2: grins at Kelli 

Heart1226: whimperss...as my body quivers to her manipulative teeth... biting my bottom 

lip harder .. gripping on the pole tighter.... trying to catch my breath as she seduced my 

entirety... smiles coyly to the crowd... wishig they won't notice the dampness on my 

panties. .. giggles 

Kelleen: as i stand touching hearts skin with my finger i whisper to her, and all ears in the 

room wounder did she just really say, "your are mine" 

Kelleen: then my hair drapping our face my lips touch hers in a private kiss 

Heart1226: smiles and kisses Kellen hungrily back.. my arms automatically wrap around 

her neck as the music continues to serenade us..  



Kelleen: moving her arms back up her hands gripping the poll my body brushing hers as i 

move behind her kissing licking her neck tugging her skin in my teeth, my finger slowly 

teasingly loer her right bra strap 

D r a z: smiles watching the erotic scene  

Heart1226: ohhh sweet gezsusss... glances at Kellen as she lowers the strap of my bra 

down.... knees begin to weakin ... feeling her breast touches my bare back... breathing 

more harder..  

Kelleen: lowering the left bra strap lickning nibbles that side of hearts neck  

Kelleen: looks at draz over at the bar please open the dungeon i have unfinished work 

here 

Al_dente_: takes the bib from under my chin... strategically placing it in my lap... 

jaypee_2: smiles 

Heart1226: moanss rather louder as her lips tease and kiss my neck... and whispers to 

her....  

D r a z: walks over to the big doors of the dungeon and opens it ,,,,,,,,with a big 

CCCCCCCCREAAAAAAAAAAAKKKKKKKKKKKK  

D r a z:   a green mist appears  

Poppy England: *looks over at the dungeon doors and grins* 

Kelleen: taking hearts hand we in bra and panties leading her to the dorr 

Al_dente_: smells the stale air..... 

Kelleen: it will smell her sex and screams soon al 

Kelleen: smell 

Al_dente_: smiles... I'm sure..... 
Heart1226: giggles as I hear the dungeon door open.... follows Kellen .. hands holding 

together as she leads me there.... 

 

Shannyn a1 
 
shannyn a1: slides off the barstool hearing the peppy little tune and sways a little in 

place 

D r a z: smiles watching  shannyn  sway  to the tune   

shannyn a1: head bobbing a little, fingers snapping to the beat 

Al_dente_: eyes follow Shannyn's hips as they move... 

D r a z:  smiles watching shannyn fingers 

touchdown366: watches and smiles as she moves and snaps her fingers 

shannyn a1: snaps the hips off, and spins around, continues the little sway 

shannyn a1: spins around the chair, and steps away from it then twirls back 

touchdown366: nice spins as i smile 

jaypee_2: eying Shannyn 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice moves.. 

D r a z: smilesseeing  ,,,,,,,,,the hypnotising   hips and the bouncing   bust  

shannyn a1: holds the back of the barstool and continues the slow rocking of the hips, 

eyes closing as again the head bobs  



touchdown366: watches as she holds the stool and rocks slowly 

shannyn a1: works the hips a little faster, twirls around and steps away from the 

barstool, then twirls back to it, holds and rocks the hips and gives a dip 

Al_dente_: eyes the legs as she rocks from side to side 

shannyn a1: tosses the hair back, spins twice, hands running up my body 

touchdown366: looking as she makes it look so sexy rocking the hips 

jaypee_2: oh yeah 

shannyn a1: continues with the head bobs, and slows the sway as the music slows a little 

shannyn a1: dips and raises slowly, rolls the hips, and snaps them off  

shannyn a1: pauses.... 

touchdown366: tapping my foot as i see her dip and rolling the hips 

D r a z: grins watching  the rolling hipsas she  dips down and back up  

shannyn a1: leans over holding onto the seat of the barstool and rolls the hips and sways 

them, dips and rolls again as I raise  

touchdown366: trys and follows her hot little moves smiling slightly 

shannyn a1: slides onto the barstool, draws a leg up and lightly runs the hands over it 

shannyn a1: does the same with the other, sitting back, moving the upper body to the 

tune 

Al_dente_: the contents of the top swaying as she leans and sways 

shannyn a1: slides off the barstool and twirls from it, works the hips again with a 

deliberate sway 

shannyn a1: runs the hands up and down my side, across my tummy, and up to my 

breasts 

touchdown366: watching as she twirls and works the hips 

shannyn a1: with the new tune starting in, twirls again and rocks the hips to the new 

beat 

Al_dente_: smiles..... 

D r a z: smiles looking at the     hands wander over the curves  

shannyn a1: steps away and works to the dance stage and steps on it 

touchdown366: smiles as she goes to the stage 

shannyn a1: continues the sway and grabs the pole, dips and rocks the hips while raising 

the body 

touchdown366: eyes follow slowly as she raises 

shannyn a1: drapes a leg around the pole and glides over it, tosses the ponytails back 

and leans back. sways the upper body, pushing the breasts upwards 

Al_dente_: watches the fabris stretch tight 

touchdown366: sees the ponytails being tossed back 

shannyn a1: raises up and sways again, grinds to the pole, then lets the leg drop, backs 

to the pole and lowers and raises against it 

touchdown366: looking at the hot little dancer 

shannyn a1: rolls the hips to the saucy tune and giggles.....rocks the hips and twirls from 

the pole and pauses 

D r a z:  smilesas i dim the lights as  the mood changes  ,,, and the sultry   body writhes 

on the pole   



shannyn a1: feels the spotlight and starts the sway once more, struts from the pole, tugs 

the top up and spins away, then slowly turns to give a view of the breasts 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice 

touchdown366: watches as she spins away 

D r a z: growls to see the big breasts move in the lights 

shannyn a1: lets go of the top, twirls and backs to the pole, presses the butt to it and 

rocks against the pole 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm lucky pole is all i can say 

shannyn a1: tosses the head, jiggles the breasts, runs the hands up and down my body, 

works a hand under the short skirt 

touchdown366: trying to watch both as the hand moves under the skirt 

shannyn a1: rocks slowly, spins and leans over the hand again running between my legs, 

the other giving my butt a smack 

shannyn a1: stands and slowly moves, tugs the skirt upwards, slowly showing off the 

pink of the thong 

touchdown366: hers the smack and giggles a bit 

jaypee_2: oh yeah 

D r a z: hears  the sharp crack as the hand smacks  

shannyn a1: sways again, keeps a hold of the skirt and snaps the hips off and spins, lets 

the skirt go 

D r a z: watches the skirt fly away  

Al_dente_: hmm not much of the thong visable.... 

touchdown366: sees as she lets the skirt go 

shannyn a1: steps to the pole grabs and sways, dips and rocks, a hand running up the leg 

shannyn a1: disppears again under the skirt, turns and widens the legs just enough 

touchdown366: follows the hand up the leg 

shannyn a1: one hand tugs the skirt upwards, resting against the pole, again swaying to 

the new tune, a pink frosted nail glides over the pink lace of the thong 

touchdown366: loves the pink nails and thong 

D r a z: watches as the hips     move  to the beat ............ my  goodness ! 

shannyn a1: pulls the hand away, slaps it with the other hand and grinds, grabs the pole 

and wings around 

touchdown366: eyes try and keep up with the moves 

shannyn a1: leans back, hooks the leg around the pole again, hands run up and down my 

body, cups the breasts and gives them a jiggle 

touchdown366: mmmm sees them jiggleing nicely 

shannyn a1: raises and steps away from the pole, strust to the center of the stage, snaps 

the hips off and runs the hands again up the body 

D r a z:  the lithe body  snaking against  the pole    and the breasts  move   in the lights  

shannyn a1: down the side, tugs the skirt down a little, showing off the pink waistband of 

the thong 

touchdown366: loving it 

shannyn a1: spins and rolls the hips, gives the butt a jiggle, smacks the other side 

touchdown366: smiles with approval 



D r a z:  grins watching  looking at the glimpse of  thong  

shannyn a1: spins around and tugs a little more, and lets the skirt rest in place, continues 

with the sway and rolls of the hips, a shrug of the shoulders 

shannyn a1: a jiggle of the breasts, and slows the roll of the hips to the new tune 

touchdown366: watches the shoulders shrug 

shannyn a1: spins around, leans over, again sways and rocks the hips, lets the hand run 

up the backside 

D r a z: that body is all woman  

touchdown366: follows the hands up the backside 

shannyn a1: stands and spins around, runs the hands again up the body and continues 

the roll of the hips 

shannyn a1: rolls the top up, until the bottom half of the breasts show 

touchdown366: watching the hips grind to the sexy beat 

D r a z: shows tosha abarseat ,sit back and watch shannyn dance 

shannyn a1: sways again, showing the pink of the thong and the slight pink color of the 

nipples 

touchdown366: all pink loving the color choice 

jaypee_2: smiles 

tosh_3700: deep breath 

shannyn a1: backs to the pole, grabs it and sways again, dips and slowly rocks until I am 

standing, turns and tugs the top off, gives it a fling 

touchdown366: watches it go flying 

shannyn a1: backs to the pole and slowly gyrates, hands again up and down my body, 

head rolling side to side 

D r a z: grins watching the top sail away  

shannyn a1: dips again, legs well spread, the hands sliding up and down each leg 

touchdown366: sees the head going side to side 

shannyn a1: rises against the pole, sways again and grabs as I spin to face the pole 

touchdown366: so much to look at as she spins 

D r a z: grins watching the  hot body  caress  the pole     

shannyn a1: looks out, tugs the skirt down and wiggles it off the hips, steps from it as it 

lands on the floor 

shannyn a1: rests back to the pole and rests against it...smiles 

Al_dente_: woo hoo!... 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmm awesome 

shannyn a1: steps away, smiles 

touchdown366: applauds the sexy dancer 

jaypee_2:   applauds 

D r a z: woo hoo shannyn  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,  such ahot dancer   

shannyn a1: smiles and waves to the audience, gathers up the skirt and top and steps 

from the stage 

Al_dente_: applauds Shannyn.. well done! 



shannyn a1: pauses to smile again, politely bows in appreciation, then steps off to get 

dressed 

tosh_3700:    

jaypee_2: very hot 

D r a z: BRAVO  shannyn 

 
Scarlett2angel 
scarlett2angel: i am dressed to dance  

Bee_passionately_blue: suggestive was a word that came to mind draz, especially with  

Poppy England: *claps and slips off her chair, moving to the cages, opening the door of 

one 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Are you preparing to perform an exotic dance, Scarlett? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You too, Poppy? 

scarlett2angel: Poppy is Ivan 

Poppy England: not me 

scarlett2angel: smiles 

Heart1226: yayyyy you girls.... smilesss 

Heart1226: you go^ 

Poppy England: no, cage is for bad girls like scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Both together? 

scarlett2angel: walks over to Ivan takes his right hand in mine winks and slowly sucks on 

his middle finger as my hips sway with the new beat 

D r a z: oo lalallalala  

Heart1226: ohhhh lal la la la laaaaa..  

scarlett2angel: winks at Poppy rolling my hips oooo lalalalalaaaaaaaaaaa 

Poppy England: *moves quietly back to her seat 

Bee_passionately_blue: oh? and the dungeon is intended for good girls who were silk 

and satin?  

Bee_passionately_blue: wear *  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Let's myself be led by Scarlett and places my arm around her.  She 

knows I can't dance. 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Ivan as my theeth rake up and down his middle finger and 

whispers i need some help 

Poppy England: *smiles quietly to Bee* maybe good girls who have been captured by 

exciting men? 

scarlett2angel: pushs you back no touching dear 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Scarlet whilst trying to maintain a sense of composure.  

What kind of help would you like? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sorry, Scarlett.  I dropped a T. 

scarlett2angel: looks around takes Ivans right hand places my zipper between his fingers 

rocks my hips and steps back so the zipper on my blue dress slides down  

Bee_passionately_blue: What an interesting question - and how do you determine if the 

male is exciting? my brown eyes admire you - curious.  



Poppy England: *thinks about that* 

Heart1226: setlles in my corner.. . watching Scarlett tease Ivan....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's certainly doing that, Heart. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sees the lovely warm flesh of Scarlett's back and finds it very enticing. 

nD r a z: grins watching the zipper  slide down   and tease Ivan  

scarlett2angel: winks as my orange skin comes into view steps back spins around and 

thrusts my ass back to push Ivan back as i dance letting the lights make my skin shine  

from the beads of sweat start to form 

Poppy England: *watches scarlett dancing, entranced 

Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes darken as you leave me waiting in expectation and I 

smile - a soft subtle way.  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I stand entranced by Scarlett's dancing whilst catching wafts of her 

exotic perfume. 

scarlett2angel: looks back at Ivan wiggles my ass thrusts left and right making my tight 

dress slide up my thighs more as i move around the dance floor letting my long blonde 

hair hang down my back 

D r a z:  wipes the bar watching scarlett 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice revealing of the upper thighs from here 

Heart1226: eyes transfixed at Scarlett's direction.... admiring her sun kissed skin... her 

gorgeous body so alluring and her moves soo captivating...  

scarlett2angel: stops next to Al smiles turns my back to him rolls my hips and pushs back 

against him letting the beat move my hips  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I feel as though I want to pick up Scarlett and whisk her away right now 

but am conscious of the eyes watching us. 

Poppy England: *smiles at Bee, glancing through her eyelashes 

D r a z: grins  watching scarlett drive ivans temperaturesoaring  

scarlett2angel: rocks my shoulders as my fingertips tease my breasts under the tight blue 

dress making it show more of my tanned thighs as they open and close with the beat  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I could use some ice, Draz. 

D r a z: passes a bucket ofice to ivan  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Takes a small cube and squeezes it between my fingers. 

scarlett2angel: unzips it a bit more to let some cool air coll my tummy off as my skin 

shines more from the movement of my hips letting my hair sway across my ass sits down 

and asks for some ice 

Bee_passionately_blue: I admire in reply and offer you my hand - quietly inviting you to 

follow, my intention to settle into a booth with you and whisper into your ear as people 

are transfixed with the glory of scarlett teasing with her feminine allure.  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Unfortunately, I squeeze a little too hard.  It shoots between my fingers 

and into Scarlett's cleavage. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Would you like some more, Scarlett? 

Poppy England:  *slips off her seat and walks over to Bee, sitting down beside him 

Poppy England: *inclines her head 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmm ty Ivan wiggles and lets the ice cube help me cool 

off archs my chest grips the bar and rocks my lower body with the slow beat 



kennyw_3: hello Scarlett  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Scarlett's movements are so sensual. 

D r a z:  funk me its hot  

scarlett2angel: takes another ice cube rubs over my bottom lip smiles and lets the tip of 

my tongue roll it around as i let go tilts my head back and lets the ice vanish between my 

lips as i suck it making my cheeks puff in and out  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think you may need another of those, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz rolling my tongue around in my mouth unzips my dress 

more as my boobs open my dress more but no rules are broken  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Ivan can you bring me one? 

D r a z: winks at scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Trying to imagine the view if only it would open a little bit further. 

scarlett2angel: archs my back lifting my ass off the bar stoll as my thighs part so Ivan 

can slip between them smiles up at him letting him geet a close up look at my shiney skin 

and boobs winks loioks into your eyes you know where it goes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Certainly Scarlett.  I pick up a hand ful of ice from the bucket and walk 

towards Scarlett. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I stand up close to her and place one of the cubes of ice between her 

lips. 

D r a z:  looks from scarlett  to ivan  

scarlett2angel: presses my back to the bar smiles hooks my feet behind your knees pulls 

and lets you put the ice between my boobs  

scarlett2angel: not lips silly 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I select a second cube but my fingers are cold.  i accidentally let that 

one slip down Scarlett's cleavage too. 

D r a z: smiles  as we see ivan got the message  

scarlett2angel: squirms squeezes the bar and arches rollling my hips with the music 

scarlett2angel: ty Ivan 

scarlett2angel: one more thing 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm now conscious that the remaining cubes are starting to melt in my 

hand.  I gaze into Scarlett's eyes and think "Shall I?" 

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Yes, Scarlett? 

scarlett2angel: rezip me plzzzz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm only too willing to comply with scarlett's request but I have a 

handful of melting ice cubes.  I'm in a dilemma. 

D r a z:   winks at scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I have the answer.  Gripping the tab of the zip between my teeth, I 

slowly draw it up Scarlett's back. 

scarlett2angel: squirms on the bar stool smiles and lets Ivan free of my ankles as he zips 

my dress back up making the ice melt kisses his forehead in thanks 

scarlett2angel: Ivan  

scarlett2angel: my back is against the bar  

scarlett2angel: i am facing you 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Poetic licence, Scarlett.  Anyway, what am I going to do with a handful 

of melting ice cubes? 

D r a z: passes ivan a hand towel  

scarlett2angel: i have no idea the ice you dropped down the front of my body is melted 

now 

scarlett2angel: rezips my own dress smiles and sits back 

D r a z: smiles as scarlett lays back  

scarlett2angel: thanks for the ice draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Pops the remaining ice into an empty glass and dries my hand on the 

towel.  Fell how cold my fingers are, Scarlett.  Brushes her cheek with my finger tips. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And thank you too Scarlett.  It was an interesting experience. 

 
 
Scarlett and Heart 
 
scarlett2angel: heres Hearts song 

Heart1226: jumps over the bar..... strutss and slidess to my kneess... winks at Scarlett.. 

lol 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssssssss 

scarlett2angel: shake it for us 

Heart1226: just received a call that no gamer is coming home tonight so..... ready or 

not........ baby here I cummmm..!! lol 

D r a z: laffssssss 

Heart1226: moves and crawls like a sneaky predator stalking... I'm a monster...... the one 

you should afraid of..  

D r a z: wiild wild women 

Heart1226: rocks my head to this... tuneeeeeeeeeeee....  

Heart1226: they make me a winner.. they make me a sinner.. don't know what to do....  

D r a z: wild women at the back door,.,,,,,,wife at the front door 

scarlett2angel: lol good tune 

scarlett2angel: sits snaps my fingers to this song 

Heart1226: rises up and drops my hip down low... hands on my knees... grinding my 

body... side to side... in and out ... tuneeeeee 

D r a z: watches  as the beat invades the girls  

Heart1226: smiles at Scarlett.. i so love this MJ song too 

scarlett2angel: smiles Heart has been practicing 

Heart1226: quench my desire....  

Heart1226:  Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: give in to me give into mee 

Heart1226: I haven't able to see you dance lately too....  

Heart1226: but I already surrendered it to you.. lol 

scarlett2angel: looks into your eyes  

scarlett2angel: mmm you have  



Heart1226: smiles and winks 

D r a z: winks at  you two  

scarlett2angel: grips your ass cheeks winks at Draz and gives You a wet soft kiss  

Heart1226: mmmmm... smiles and kisses you sweetly..  

scarlett2angel: groans lifts heart off her feet ..smiles and sings along to this as i pin heart 

against the bar  

scarlett2angel: winks rolls my hips as our hips and boobs touch  

Heart1226: winks at DRaz... and giggles as Scarlett pins me against the bar... gezzz girl... 

holds to your shoulder and smiles..  

scarlett2angel: smirks i havent heard this song in a long time.... 

Heart1226: slides my hands along your back... pulling your body towards me... kissing 

you softly as we sway to this sweet song 

Heart1226: ummm.. I lap danced you with this song... giggles 

scarlett2angel: pushs you back and up onto the bar sticks my tongue out at Draz and 

uses my legs to pin heart as i push her thighs apart kisses her and grips her hips with my 

hands 

Heart1226: my very first all the way.. naked..  dance 

scarlett2angel: shhhhhhhhhh heart 

D r a z: laffs its ok girlsif  you want to go and enjoy ........winks 

scarlett2angel: we will have one of those just not now 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Draz tilts my head and nibbles on hearts neck as my fingertips 

grip your hips pushing and tugging you closer 

Heart1226: moans softly as you blow my mind with your kiss..... trembling knees dancing 

to the beat..  

scarlett2angel: grips and pulls hearts head back by your hair smiles and runs my tongue 

down your throath down between your breasts and back up as my warm breath ticklles 

your skin  

Heart1226: ohh goddd Scarlett.... biting my lip hard as our hips moves together... sharing 

the warmth of our heated bodies...  

scarlett2angel: winks at draz pushs heart back nibbles abit harder as my fingers grip her 

hair tugs her bottom lip and smiles at the soft kiss i just got 

D r a z:  winks 

Heart1226: mmmmm... gasps as the tingling sensation surges through my senses.... ohhh 

never felt so good....  

scarlett2angel: takes a peice of ice rolls it around on the tip of my tongue smiles adn 

shares it with heart as my lips crush against hers  

scarlett2angel: mmmm ty heart steps back smiles turns and sways my hips as i move 

back to my seat 

Heart1226: moanssss and tangles my tongue with Scarlettsuckles the ice  

Heart1226: grabs Scarlett's hand.. grips tighter to her bum as the sensual song plays in 

the air... feeling that sweet ache rising inside me..... whatever happen... don't let go of 

my hand.........  

scarlett2angel: smiles turns back to you..squeezes your hand tilts my head and moves 

next to you with the slow beat 



Heart1226: winks and spins you slowly around... pulling you back to me and sways to the 

beat...  I missed dancing with you.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: grips Your hip and neck as i tug You onto the dance floor come dance 

with me 

Heart1226: grins and foloows you to the dance floor.. hand in hand.. hips swaying...  

scarlett2angel: sways with the beat....smiles at Draz lets heart move with me as the beat 

moves us  

Heart1226: facing you... smiling.. snaps my fingers and moves my feet in rhyme with 

yours...  

scarlett2angel: softly kisses Your right cheek sways left and right letting You guide me 

around on the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: rests my head on Your shoulder smiles an sways in Your arms 

Heart1226: smiless.. holding your left hand to my chest... my left hand brushing your 

lovely blonde hair as we dance along to this song...  

scarlett2angel: blushs as i think of something....smiles sways in Your arms as we move 

around on the dance floor all alone 

Heart1226: sings the song to your ear.... what's going in your beautiful mind... I'm feelin 

dizzy with your sweet body scent....  

scarlett2angel: moves with You looking into Your eyes sways left and right while the beat 

moves my hips  

Heart1226: gazes back at your dazzling eyes.... smiling as we keep dancing and savoring 

this sweet magical moment 

scarlett2angel: smiles tugs hearts ear as my fingertips grip your neck and right hand 

letting the warmthness of Your body move through me as we move around the dance 

floor 

ukjake39: sits down quietly 

Heart1226: whimpers softly as our body warmth intensifies ... holding your body closer to 

me... swaying.. dancing sweetly into your arms as my lips wander along your neck...  

scarlett2angel: brushs Your hair aside so i can see into Your eyes smiles tilts my head and 

nibbles the small curve in Your throath as my tongue wets Your skin with a soft purrrr 

scarlett2angel: mm Heart purrsss in Your ear tugs with my teeth and lets my fingertips 

grip Your neck and right hip to tug You closer as the soft music moves us 

Heart1226: sighsss with delight as your tongue naughtily playing along my throat... 

pressing my bosy closer to you.. feeling breasts mold unto each other.. l 

Heart1226: smiles.. sensually moving my body with Scarlett... hands wandering up and 

down your spine... feet barely moving as we dance so close and so intimate. ... 

Heart1226: hello bull.. 

scarlett2angel: purssssssssssss into Hearts ear sways wint her and lets my body grind 

against hers as She leads me around on the dance floor 

blk_bull3000: look what i walked into....smiles  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips as my eyes open and clsoe at the warmthness of Hearts 

hands on me makes me bite my bottom lip  



Heart1226: humming the song to Scarlett's ear as my right hand rests to cup her 

beautiful face... drawing in her lovely lips to mine.. kissing her sweetly as we keep 

swaying to the song..  

paveduck: nice image there, heart!  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm heart sways in Your arms licks my lips and moves 

around in circles with You as if we are all alone here 

websterace3: watches the two lovely ladies dance 

paveduck: it is quite the sight, web  

websterace3: hot hot hot 

scarlett2angel: looks deep into hearts  eyes winks as have men watching us now 

scarlett2angel: giggles licks my bottom lip and lets my fingertips grip Your hips more 

Heart1226: looks into Scarlett's eyes and dreamily smiles at her.. squeezing her body 

tightly to me... dancing so sensually slow...  

websterace3: watches from my booth 

Heart1226: giggles... waves hello to our male friends.... sorry... was getting carried away 

here..  

websterace3: your doing good Heart smiles 

scarlett2angel: humssss in Your ear steps back grips Your hand in mine  

paveduck: yes, and you were carrying away our imaginations at the same time!  

scarlett2angel: lets go sit for a bit 

D r a z: winks at the girl  

Heart1226: smiles and winks to Scarlett.... yeahhh we really do need to cool ourselvs a 

bit... leads you to the bar.. winks.. smiles 

 
scarlett2angel: call the cops something's bad is about gonna happen 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh winks  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back  

Heart1226: giggles 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh some bad ....ohhhhh something baddddddd 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh heart 

scarlett2angel: has got something alright 

Heart1226: get's out from the DJ's booth with my stick and some cuffs... on my police 

blouse and skirt...  

D r a z: laffs  

Heart1226: tell me somethinggg gooooodddd...  

Heart1226: lol 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyy tell me what u got heart 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh it wil do me goodddddddddddddddddddddd 

scarlett2angel: winks  

scarlett2angel: spins around rockin my ass tell me something goodddddddddddd 

scarlett2angel: where did heart get that big stick? 

D r a z: winks as scarlett spins  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Standard issue, Scarlett. 



Heart1226: twirls the stick and struts over to Scarlett... patting her sexy ass some... 

hiding something there? 

Heart1226: lol 

D r a z: wb Ivan 

scarlett2angel: jumps sucks my bottom lip .............. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm touch meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Heart1226: wb Ivan...  

scarlett2angel: grips the bar with both hands thrusts my ass back and smilessss 

Ivan_Skavinsky: TY, Heart. 

scarlett2angel: looks into the mirror winks at Heart  

scarlett2angel: topuch me touch me now i sing into the mirror 

Heart1226: bends... and tarils my fingers along Scarlett's fine legs... taps its inner sides 

to spread the legs some....  

scarlett2angel: giggles at heart  

D r a z:  oh lala lala 

scarlett2angel: spreads my thighs yes officerrrrrrrrrr 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Are you searching for concealed weapons, Heart? 

scarlett2angel: giggles as i arch my back shimmys my shoulders and lets my body move 

with the officers touch 

scarlett2angel: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

scarlett2angel: smiles wb Officer  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass as i grip the bar again 

D r a z:  watches the wiggling butt 

Heart1226: hugsss Scarlett... sorry some pm messed up...  

Heart1226: hugss ty Draz....  

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back letting my long hair hang down my spine winks at 

draz in the mirror winks its ok your back 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It wasn't me - honest. 

Heart1226: grins and continues to run my hands along Scarlett's legs... and her thigh.... 

searching some commodity between her legs.... and up to her hips my hands rested...  

scarlett2angel: rocks my lower body with the song ,,,,,thrusting my hips smiles and lets 

my tits bounce on the bar 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip tilts my head to one side mmmmmm what did i do 

Officer? 

D r a z: puts my  polisher  away  as i see the boozwam doing the job  

scarlett2angel: smiles at draz rocks my hips as my boobs bounce and rub against the 

wood  

Heart1226: peers at Scarlett's gifted girls... smiles and tucks my stick to my belt... and 

grabs her hands.. places them over the bar....  and whispers.... I heard you being bad....  

scarlett2angel: lucky im wearing red today and not white 

D r a z: sees the wood getting polished by the twin boozwams  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh yesss Officer grips the bar again wiggles my ass as my 

feet slide apart some 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's got a mirror-like sheen in that area. 



scarlett2angel: mmmm sucks my bottom lip at this song tring not to move  

D r a z: smiles looking at  the insatiable pair  

Ivan_Skavinsky: They make a lovely couple. 

Heart1226: smirks as my hands wander over Scarlett's lithe body... to her sides.. and up 

just underneath her breasts... do you have any idea what you are up to missy..?? 

scarlett2angel: giggles at what pairs they are talking about 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They're well-matched too. 

scarlett2angel: puursssssss archs and grips the bar more ohhhhhhhh yesssssss 

Hearttttttttt 

scarlett2angel: winks in the mirror i have been bad 

D r a z: shes only  good when she is bad  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh what a songg 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello Andrea, hugssss. 

scarlett2angel: pushs back up on it smirks and digs my nails into the wooden bar  

Heart1226: smiles and winks at the beautiful reflection in the mirror... presses my 

breasts to her back... as she archs erotically... dancing slowly to the beat...   

scarlett2angel: groanssssssssssss Heart an smiles at andrea in the mirror 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh push it  

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips closes my eyes and rocks side to side as Heart pushs me 

against the bar 

Heart1226: feels my body pushed forward to Scarlett more as Andrea hugss us both.... 

good morning Andrea.. smiless 

scarlett2angel: likes this different music 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Matching the mood, Scarlett? 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips as my shoulders shimmy left and right letting the music 

move me against the bar more as i get into the slow moving mood 

Heart1226: lets go of Scarlett's hands and turns my back on her.... resting my hands at 

her hips... swaying our body together back to back.. as her breasts presses on the bar.. 

my butt grinding low .... and back up....  

scarlett2angel: it is now Ivan 

D r a z: watches hearts shimmy  ,,,,,,,, polishing the bar 

D scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm heart rolls my ass with hers smiles and lets the new 

slow song move my lower body more  

andrea_33: i was on yesterday afternoon and got the time out message, tried 5 times to 

get back with no success 

scarlett2angel: grips the bar as my boobs move under my top with the steady rhytum  

Ivan_Skavinsky: At least you're here today, Andrea. 

scarlett2angel: thats bad when pal wont let you in 

Heart1226: smiles and winks at Draz as I turn around again and wraps my hands around 

Scarlett's waist... brushing her taut tummy lightly with my fingertips as our body sway 

slowly  in rhyme with the melody..  

D r a z: winks back at heart 

Heart1226: what matters is you're here again with us, Andrea... smiless 



andrea_33: i had been on for some time too  ivan , usually you can get right back o n 

when that message occurs, thats the strange part 

scarlett2angel: archs smiles rolls my hips between hearts hands as my long hair sways 

between us  

andrea_33: oh ty heart , smiles  

Ivan_Skavinsky: We'll have to hold you tighter today so that you're not whisked away 

again, Andrea. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head sighssssssss as i feel hearts warm breath on my skin makes 

me tremble and dance with her  

andrea_33: laughs ivan 

D r a z: think scarlett has the fever  

Heart1226: smiles and holds Scarlett's hands... embracing her from behind..  resting my 

chin over her shoulder... moving slow as my knees weaken and tremble at the scent of 

her earthly sweet perfume...  

scarlett2angel: thrusts and rocks my hips and ass against heart looking into her eyes in 

the mirror letting my knees bang against the bar  

andrea_33: laughs draz 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhh Feverrrrrrrrrr 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart 

Heart1226: winks back  at Scarlett..... fever n the morning... fever till the evening...  

andrea_33: you give me fever, ooooo 

scarlett2angel: rocks in her hands pushing my ass left and right archs my back more an 

winks at andrea 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Is that spelling right, Andrea? 

scarlett2angel: winks and pushs back to heart mmmmmm thank you baby for the dances 

Heart1226: smiless and kissesss Scarlett's pretty face... the pleasure is always mine 

love... smiless 

andrea_33: lovely dance , just super , claps 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They certainly have well-synchronised movements. 

andrea_33: poetry in motion 

Heart1226: smiless at Andrea... thank you... Scarlett is an amazing dancer...  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart i never knew heart has such a big stick andrea 

Ivan_Skavinsky: So are you, Heart. 

andrea_33: lmaoo scarlett\ 

Heart1226: giggles... it's a police baton actually...  

scarlett2angel: i need to change my panties now 

Heart1226: giggles at Scarlett.... umm I have to keep the stick....  

scarlett2angel: skips around giving everyone a hug 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart you better  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lovely hug, Scarlett. 

Heart1226: hugssssssss Scarlett...  

andrea_33: mmmmhugggs her when she gets to me,,, 

joyful lia: smacks her tushy  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm kisses and hugs you all 



D r a z: hugssssssssssssss  and kisses scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lovely kiss, Scarlett. 

andrea_33: cuffs scarlett to the bar 

scarlett2angel: smiles at the smack wiggles for another  

scarlett2angel: puursssssssssss tugs on the cuff looks like im here to stay now 

Heart1226: you better behave......... naughtily bad... giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks in the mirror  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Well done, Andrea. 

scarlett2angel: has to im cuffed 

andrea_33: smiles smiles ty ivan 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back.  YW, Andrea. 

scarlett2angel: stands and sways with this tune letting my black skirt show off my thighs 

as it moves with my hips  

Heart1226: smiless watching Scarlett sway... mmm...  

D r a z: that skirt flicking up ,.,.thighs looking pale against it 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The contrast enhancing the profile. 

scarlett2angel: smiles rolls my hips letting my blue boy shorts be seen as i rock with the 

tune tosses my head to the side and lets my boobs push my top up my tummy 

Heart1226: winks at Scarlett.... show me how you burlesque...  

scarlett2angel: groansssssss  rocks my hips snaps my right hand as the cuff grips my left 

wrist more winks and lets the beat move my  shoulders 

 
 
Kelli- 
 
kelli-: I AM evil  

kelli-: swirls the robe as I dance to the beat 

jaypee_2:    Kelli 

kelli-: shows some thigh  

jaypee_2: yummy 

kelli-: works my hips as I slowly turn  

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: tightens the belt 

cptfire35: go kel 

kelli-: want a lil dance? 

jaypee_2: pouts 

kelli-: giggles at the song 

cptfire35: please 

D r a z: sings a long  

kelli-: moves to Draz.. help me up on the bar please? 

D r a z: reaches under kellis arms and lifts her effortlessly ionto  the bar  

kelli-: bends my legs and finds myself on the bar.. smiles .. thanx 



kelli-: flashing lots of thigh  

D r a z:  smiles looking upat the thighs in the robe  

jaypee_2: eyes wide open 

kelli-: does an easy little dance infront of Draz 

kelli-: smiles as I see him try to figure out what's under the robe... other than me 

kelli-: working the beat  

D r a z:  looks up and  winks as i get a glimpse 

jaypee_2: he's not the only one 

kelli-: rocks doen the bar 

kelli-: down 

D r a z: walks over to test td for a pulse  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: sways back and forth .. facing jp 

touchdown366: im good here 

jaypee_2: licks my lips 

kelli-: hips move to the beat as my shoulders sway 

kelli-: me too TD LOL 

D r a z: watche  the wild little woman on the bar  

jaypee_2: more than good Kelli, excellent 

kelli-: sways as I begin to turn  

kelli-: bends my legs .. lowwwww  

kelli-: slowly rise  

kelli-: just like jp  

kelli-: giggles 

jaypee_2: oops 

jaypee_2: covers my lap 

kelli-: hands move high .. picks up the new beat 

D r a z: i welcome you to the house of sin  

kelli-: funky lil wiggle to the new song 

jaypee_2: lol, the Rising Sun 

kelli-: Son  

D r a z: just a sexual thing  

kelli-: LOL 

kelli-: back to jp  

jaypee_2: grins 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: leans forward 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

kelli-: works my ass  

jaypee_2: mmmmmmmm 

kelli-: rotates my bunns 

D r a z: watches kellis ass move  to the beat 

D r a z:  wb rocket 

touchdown366: hi rocket 



kelli-: hips sway making the rob move with my ass 

jaypee_2: oohhhh 

kelli-: straightens up and dances hard 

jaypee_2: you go, girl 

kelli-: in love??? lol  

jaypee_2: lol, I am 

kelli-: does a lil MJ move 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: dance down to TD to see if he's alive 

kelli-: busy? 

kelli-: giggles 

jaypee_2: you will bring him back to life 

D r a z:  watchs kelli trying to wake the zombie  

touchdown366: lol sorry kelli chatting with trisha 

trisha_29: lmao pay attention damn it 

kelli-: his eyes rolled back but I doubt it's from sleep LMAO 

kelli-: waves to Jill as I work it on the bar 

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar infront of Jill and Draz  

tigerzjill: having an okay day...kinda tired and it was rainy and yucky and daylight  

D r a z:   looks up at kelli as kelli works it on the bar  

jaypee_2: gazing 

tigerzjill: mmmm wrapping kelli in a deep embrace as we kiss...my tongue dancing with 

hers in a brief fiery passion 

kelli-: breaks the kiss in a huge grin  

D r a z: smiles as i lift jill up  on the bar to join kelli  

jaypee_2: oh wow 

kelli-: straightens up on my knees 

tigerzjill: sits on the edge of the bar staring into kelli's pretty eyes 

kelli-: leans to Draz and repeats the kiss 

D r a z:  smiles as i get kisses and   runs my fingers in her hair] 

jaypee_2: feeling shunned 

kelli-: mmmmmm as the blues starts  

tigerzjill: smiles watching running my fingers through kelli's soft hair 

D r a z: refreshes Smooth's glass ofwater  

tigerzjill: grins as i feel draz's fingers 

kelli-: does a slow strutt down to the ignored jp  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar.. feet apart .. swaying to the blues 

tigerzjill: smiles at Draz and pulls him close to give him a sweet kiss 

D r a z:  smiles as i slide fingers in jill’s hair as our lips glance of each other with a 

zinggggg  

kelli-: puts one foot on the arm rest of his chair 

jaypee_2: looking up 

kelli-: puts my other foot on the other arm of his chair 

jaypee_2: oh my 



kelli-: slowly moves to the beat  

kelli-: leans way down  

kelli-: hair all over his face looking up at me 

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: shaking my hair  

kelli-: giggles as I jump back onto the bar 

kelli-: prance down the bar  

kelli-: loosens the belt 

jaypee_2: paying close attention 

kelli-: wrapes the belt over Jills shoulders 

tigerzjill: grins looking up at the ebautiful kelli 

kelli-: spins flaring the robe 

jaypee_2:    

kelli-: dances making the robe swish back and forth  

tigerzjill: enjoying my preferred seat at the edge of the bar 

D r a z: looks up at kelli ,,,,,,,,,,and sings along .....take it off and take me down  

kelli-: slips the top of the robe off my shoulders 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: left heel pounds the new beat on the bar 

kelli-: flips my hair around 

kelli-: rocking the beat 

kelli-: holds my arms back and lets the robe fall to the bar 

D r a z: cmon cmon cmom .takeit off 

D r a z: there we go 

tigerzjill: wowwwwwwwwwwwwwwww whistles at the sexy kelli 

D r a z: looks up to se kelli in  http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-

Set.php 

jaypee_2: O M G 

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

kelli-: wild dance .. hair flying 

jaypee_2: YESSSSS 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

kelli-: works my ass at jp 

kelli-: giggles as the music changes 

jaypee_2: licks my lips 

kelli-: moves the the edge of the bar 

D r a z: watches kelli slide to the edge  

kelli-: drops to my  knees  

tigerzjill: swaying watching kelli move so stealthy so sexy 

kelli-: hands move up my bare torso  

kelli-: leans back  

jaypee_2: lovely 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 



D r a z: grinsas  kelli  works  the handsto te beat     

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: over my tummie 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

kelli-: unzips the peekaboo zips on the sexy lil panties 

jaypee_2: peering intently 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: body finds the new rhythm 

tigerzjill: smiles at Draz and goes back to staring at the lovely kelli 

D r a z: wellb bless my soul  

jaypee_2: grins 

kelli-: hands move to my thighs as my hips thrust almost straight up the the beat  

D r a z:     we are all shook up 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

kelli-: left hand moves up over my hip 

kelli-: right hand straight up the middle of my legs 

kelli-: thrust to the beat 

jaypee_2: mmmm 

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

D r a z: please dont ask me whats on my mind .............. all shook up   

jaypee_2: lol, I know what's on your mind 

kelli-: shoulders and feet touching the bar as my body lifts  

jaypee_2: hello Joanna 

kelli-: thrusting on the down beats 

tigerzjill: smiles at joanna and waves her over to the bar with me 

kelli-: lowers myself to the bar on my back  

kelli-: rolls facing jp 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

tigerzjill: smiles i saved it for you 

kelli-: smiles as I pop up to my feet  

kelli-: must have something to do with inhaling too much smoke  

D r a z: doing all i can ...........whistles  with my little devil on my shoulder  

jaypee_2: lol, damn incense 

kelli-: strutts down to the girls  

jaypee_2: awwwww 

tigerzjill: smiles big  

D r a z: watches as kelli strutts down to jill and joanna  

kelli-: hips working hard as I strutt 

tigerzjill: as kelli dances to us 

jaypee_2: nice 

tigerzjill: watching her sexy hips sway with each step 

D r a z: evening joe  

kelli-: does a sexy lil dance infront of the girls 



Master_joe: hi draz 

kelli-: slowly turning 

D r a z: joanna slipped away   

kelli-: hips swivel  

tigerzjill: giggles more of kelli for me then! 

kelli-: I hate it when things slip out 

jaypee_2: lol, Jill 

kelli-: lost sound 

D r a z: brb then  

kelli-: me too 

 

jaypee_2: WB Kelli 

kelli-: working it  

jaypee_2: oh yes 

kelli-: lookin down at Jill 

kelli-: leaning back.. air guitar 

tigerzjill: licking my lips stating in your sexy eyes 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

tigerzjill: staring even 

tigerzjill: stand up at the bar  

kelli-: sways  

D r a z: sings anything goes  

kelli-: hands on my body 

kelli-: leans forward covering Jill with my hair 

kelli-: eyes to eyes 

kelli-: my butt swaying to the beat 

kelli-: about half uncovered 

tigerzjill: mmm enjoying kelli's body so close to mine...so sexy 

jaypee_2: smiles 

tigerzjill: i can feel the heat radiating from her tight body 

tigerzjill: staring deep whispering how amazing she is 

kelli-: leans down .. kisssssssssssss 

kelli-: on all fours 

kelli-: body humping the air  

D r a z: grins  to watch the hips move to  the beat  

Master_joe: good girl   

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-Set.php 

tigerzjill: kissing kelli mmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: back up to my knees 

Master_joe: oo turn on the black light draz 

kelli-: pops up  

kelli-: strutts down to joe 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar .. leans back.. air guitar 

Master_joe: mmm watches the strut 



kelli-: feet apart .. left heel pounding the beat  

Master_joe: play it  girl 

kelli-: hands move down my body  

kelli-: smiles down at joe as he and jp study me 

Master_joe: sits on my hands 

Master_joe: like a book 

kelli-: steps over to the arms of joes chair  

kelli-: works my body to the slow beat  

MsSmooth: refilling my water bottle 

kelli-: leans down 

kelli-: shakes my hair over his face 

Master_joe: mmm turns my head to the armrest 

Master_joe: tickles so i rub my face    

kelli-: stands and works it 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

kelli-: swirls my hips 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: does the moon walk 

Master_joe:  something cold Draz please! 

kelli-: down the bar 

Master_joe: mmm be like Mike! 

kelli-: hands high in the air 

D r a z: pours joe an ice cold beeer and slides it over to him  

kelli-: body doing slinky S moves infront of Jill 

jaypee_2: ogling Kelli 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hips thrust  

Master_joe: big gulp to cool down...ty draz slides a bill over  

kelli-: hands on hips 

tigerzjill: staring in amazement as kelli spins and thrust and gyrates for me 

D r a z: tills the bill 

tigerzjill: smiling so biggggggg 

kelli-: lick two fingers  

kelli-: slips the straight down the center of my body 

kelli-: them 

tigerzjill: mmmm staring 

jaypee_2: smiles at Ms 

tigerzjill: i see the steam rising 

kelli-: bends knees .. leans forward .. grabs  

D r a z: watches as the fingers move down  

kelli-: hips pound the air to the beat  

kelli-: laffs .. spins .. dancing hard  

kelli-: shakes my mostly exposed ass 

Master_joe: grabs..lol 



kelli-: stays out of joes reach  

kelli-: shakes it at him  

kelli-: laffs 

kelli-: does an MJ dance down to the stage 

kelli-: grabs the pole with my arms  

kelli-: slips my hands high up the pole  

kelli-: wraps my legs around the pole 

kelli-: grinds my body against the cold shiny metal  

kelli-: peeks to see who is alive 

Master_joe: me 

Kelleen: watching smiles and waves 

D r a z: those legs hugging the pole  

Master_joe: watching  

kelli-: hips humping the pole to the beat 

kelli-: works my way up  

Kelleen: howdy jay 

kelli-: lets go with one hand  

kelli-: then the other 

Kelleen: think you are safe just no comments about tea giggles 

kelli-: leans back .. grinding to the beat 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: works my body back and forth  

Master_joe: grind like coffee 

jaypee_2: smiles at Kelleen 

D r a z: grins  watching as kelli works it   .......beat it  

kelli-: spins as I hang down  

Kelleen: howdy jill waves back 

kelli-: grabs the pole with my arms 

kelli-: release my legs and spin 

kelli-: flying around the pole 

kelli-: then don't 

jaypee_2: damn 

kelli-: pulls my legs in  

kelli-: wraps the pole .. spins 

kelli-: slows  

kelli-: lays over upside down  

kelli-: looks at everyone upside down  

Master_joe: olleh 

jaypee_2: smiles at Kelli 

kelli-: hands touch the floor  

kelli-: hand stands with my ass against the pole 

kelli-: breaks over to my feet  

kelli-: watching  

kelli-: hands cross infront of me 



the ass  lol 

kelli-: slip up my body  

kelli-: leans back on the pole  

Master_joe: plus the  

kelli-: hands catch the bottom of the bra 

D r a z: watches keli at the pole  

Master_joe: m,ets choked  lol 

jaypee_2: peering at Kelli 

kelli-: pulls it straight over my head 

touchdown366: lol yes but was a great series 

kelli-: spins it with one hand 

Al_dente_: ,sneaks in and slides into a seat 

Master_joe: lets play for 11 innings 

kelli-: lets it fly 

Al_dente_: hmmmm... came in at the right moment 

jaypee_2: grabs for bra 

kelli-: leans forward .. shimmies 

Master_joe: where did it go? 

kelli-: hair flies 

Al_dente_: <smiles as I hold up the bra.... 

kelli-: rock my world 

jaypee_2: damn, I missed it 

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli on stage 

kelli-: hides behind the pole .. giggles 

jaypee_2: grins 

Al_dente_: fortunately the pole is slim 

kelli-: hands slip high up the pole 

kelli-: peeks out as if you can't see me 

kelli-: pressing the pole up the center of my body 

D r a z: looks over the coy kelli while the beat rocks her hips  

kelli-: grinds against the pole 

jaypee_2: mmmm 

kelli-: works my ass to the beat as I turn  

kelli-: hips swivel  

jaypee_2: oh yess 

Al_dente_: loves the contrast of the hard pole and Kelli's soft body 

kelli-: backs up to the pole 

kelli-: hands up high  

jaypee_2: such a lovely ass 

kelli-: wrap the pole  

kelli-: back staight against it 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the curves 

kelli-: holds the pole as I pull my legs up and straight out 

Master_joe: straight bsck mm 



kelli-: legs move back the rock forward .. flipping upside down and catching the pole over 

my head 

Al_dente_: beautiful legs.. floating in mid air.... 

kelli-: hang upside down from my legs and dance to the beat  

kelli-: working the pole  

kelli-: facing everyone 

Al_dente_: hmm gorgeous 

kelli-: hands to the stage 

kelli-: flips to my feet 

DavidC67: $$$$$ 

kelli-: dance around the pole 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli dance to the beat 

kelli-: holding onto my long hard dance partner with one hand 

touchdown366: hi puck 

puckhound3000: hey TD 

Master_joe: lonh\g hard  bras 

kelli-: works my hips 

Master_joe: long 

kelli-: both hand on the pole  

Master_joe: hard brass 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the beat 

kelli-: in case al and puck were curious 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Wet-Look-Zipper-Bra-and-Panty-Set.php 

Al_dente_: watches kelli’s hips moving 

kelli-: lets go of the pole .. turns toward you 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: thrust 

Master_joe: shake it 

kelli-: boobs bounce to the beat as I dance around the stage 

Al_dente_: besutiful sight with arms held high... 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

kelli-: hands behind my head .. hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: swivels  

Al_dente_: loves the profile 

kelli-: hands high  

jaypee_2: hello Heart 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

Heart1226: hi friends..  

Heart1226: hello jaypee.. smiles 

Master_joe: slinkey  my fav 

jaypee_2: smiles back 

kelli-: profile view as my knees bend  



D r a z: hugs hi heart   

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Heart1226: settles to my lil corner and waves to the dancing Kelli..  

kelli-: works the music 

kelli-: winks at heart 

Al_dente_: nods at heart..... 

D r a z: great view of kelli as she dances 

jaypee_2: you go, girl 

Heart1226: hi Draz.. hugsssssss 

Heart1226: hey Al.. hugss 

kelli-: moves to the pole 

kelli-: back against it 

touchdown366: hi heart 

kelli-: profile  

kelli-: slowly moves my hands up  

kelli-: cupping my boobs 

kelli-: hard cool brass on my ass 

kelli-: head moves back  

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: my fingers move slowly  

kelli-: deep inhale 

Master_joe: breathe 

D r a z: grins watching as kelli    moves slowly   to the blues beat  

kelli-: right hand moves down my body slowly  

Al_dente_: Eyes following kellis fingers 

kelli-: left hand grasping the pole behind my head  

kelli-: hips slowly move my ass against the pole 

kelli-: looks at everyone 

kelli-: both hands move slowly down my nude upper body 

D r a z: grins over at kelli  

kelli-: over my hips 

Master_joe: watches closely 

Al_dente_: hmmm... follows the hands 

Heart1226: rocking my head softly to the beat.. watching the sultry movements of Kelli..  

jaypee_2: gazing, asdmiring 

kelli-: finger tuck under  the waist band  

Al_dente_: shifts a little in my seat... 

kelli-: slowly  turns my back behind the pole 

Heart1226: ohhh myy...  

kelli-: leans back against the brass and my fingers slip the sexy lil panties off my hips 

jaypee_2: sits upright 

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

jaypee_2: staring 

kelli-: down to the bottom of my ass 



jaypee_2: mmmmmmm 

kelli-: slips them over my thighs 

jaypee_2: such a lovely ass 

kelli-: lets the fall to the floor  

D r a z: smiles as the firm butt  cheeks reveal 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

Al_dente_: in my mind.. the panties just dissapear..... 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hiding behind the pole 

Heart1226: whistles slowly in time with Kelli's moving hands...  

kelli-: hands high on the pole stretching my body  

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: hugs the pole  

kelli-: moves around it 

kelli-: steps out 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

Master_joe: couldn;t see you behind the pole 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: cups my boobs  

kelli-: leans farther back  

D r a z: grins watchig kelli    as she leans back 

kelli-: hips thrusthing  

Al_dente_: my own fingers twitching 

kelli-: head touching the stage behind me 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, stands and applauds ,,,,,,,  great dance   kelli 

Heart1226: stands and applauds... bravooo Kelli..!!!!!  

D r a z:   BRAVO !! 

kelli-: pulls my self up to my knees 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: thanks everyone 

Al_dente_: hmmm.. stands slowly and applauds 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

D r a z: walks over with a LAB robe and holds it out for kelli  

Al_dente_: <hands her the rolled up bra 

kelli-: stands .. backs up to Draz .. hands into the sleeves of the robe 

D r a z: slips it around kelli and ties the belt   .... 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: thanks ... kisssssssssssssss 

jaypee_2: lol, panting, Kelli 

kelli-: sorry it was sooo long but people kept cumming... in .. and .. leaving 

D r a z: well done kelli  .......kisses the side of her  face 

jaypee_2: it was grand 



jaypee_2:    round of applause 

kelli-: thank you jp 

 
 
kelli-: comes dancing out of the ladies lounge .. pops my back pack under the bar and 

dances to my seat 

jaypee_2:    Kelli 

kelli-: crawls up on the bar and gives Draz a wet kiss .. wearing this    

http://www.yandy.com/Snap-Up-Top-and-Booty-Short-Set.php 

Master_joe: oh my 

kelli-: it was a gift from a friend 

justjim_9: oh yes you look terrific kelli xxx 

D r a z: smiles at  the kiss ,,,,,,,, grins at the outfit  

jaypee_2: I'm in love 

justjim_9: that suits you really well kelli  

kelli-: up on my knees .. swaying to the beat infront of Draz 

justjim_9: mmmm  sexy  

D r a z: winks at kelli as she sways in front of me  

kelli-: slowly runs my tongue around my slightly parted lips 

justjim_9: oh your body sways so eroctically  

jaypee_2: gazing 

puckhound3000: hey jaypee 

justjim_9: as i walk over for a closer look  

kelli-: leans back as I move to the music 

D r a z: grins at the slow rockback 

kelli-: flips my hair back ..  

justjim_9: i smile at kelli as she sways before me  

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

justjim_9: beautiful as i sigh  

D r a z: grins watching the hips  

kelli-: the tight lil dance outfit clinging to me 

kelli-: up to my feet as the music changes  

justjim_9: hugging every inch of your body  

kelli-: slowly turning .. sllooowww strutt up the bar  

justjim_9: oh kelli thats nice  

kelli-: stops infront of puckie and joe 

justjim_9: cant take my eyes of you  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

Master_joe: watching closely 

Master_joe: sitting on my hands 

kelli-: hips slowly move left left right right  

justjim_9: mmmmmm  

jaypee_2: yes 



justjim_9: as i watch your every movement  

Master_joe: eyes left left right right 

kelli-: fingers spread out against my tummie 

jaypee_2: nice 

kelli-: hips slowly rotate as I turn  

justjim_9: oh kelli you are so good  

Master_joe: soo good 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: mmmmm 

justjim_9: feel my heart beating faster to the movements of kelli 

kelli-: leans forward  

justjim_9: ooooohhhhhh yes  

kelli-: mostly exposed ass moving slowly to the blues  

jaypee_2: adoring ass 

kelli-: hands move sooo slowly up the insides of my thighs 

justjim_9: so beautiful as i watch your ass move  

jaypee_2: oh yes 

Master_joe: watching that mofe even closer 

justjim_9: oh yes kelli i whisper  

justjim_9: as i smile at you  

kelli-: hands finally move to the union of my thigh and body 

justjim_9: longing for you  

jaypee_2: oh my 

Master_joe: Salute the Union! 

justjim_9: oh my god yes as i gazeat your hands  

justjim_9: toching your inner thighs  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans forward  

justjim_9: more please  

Master_joe: leans towards her 

kelli-: right hand cupping  

kelli-: works my ass in a circle 

justjim_9: mmmmmmm  lovely 

jaypee_2: eyeing intently 

kelli-: straightens up on my knees .. back still toward you 

kelli-: leans back  

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: farther 

justjim_9: i look as i feel the lust build within me kelli  

justjim_9: oh yes so nice  

kelli-: I think it's gas Jim 

jaypee_2: hehe 

Master_joe: lol... 

kelli-: head touching the bar .. looking at you upside down ...  



Master_joe: IH 

kelli-: olleh eoj 

justjim_9: oh mymwhat a body  

jaypee_2: lol 

Master_joe: sevaw 

kelli-: sevaw kcab  

kelli-: pushing my body up into an inverted U shape 

jaypee_2: snirG 

kelli-: selims  

jaypee_2: skniW 

kelli-: kicks my legs up into a brief hand stand and over to my feet  

kelli-: facing you all  

Master_joe: holds up scorecard 9.5 

jaypee_2: applauds the gymnastics 

kelli-: snapping my fingers 

kelli-: body gyrates 

justjim_9: well done  

kelli-: works my body to the beat  

kelli-: turns to profile 

jaypee_2: go girl go 

kelli-: slinky S moves ..  

kelli-: bends knees 

Master_joe: ssss 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: back up to the edge of the bar 

jaypee_2: ogling 

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the tune  

kelli-: hands high 

Master_joe: bouncy bouncy 

kelli-: back arched  

justjim_9: nice moves  

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: stops with the tune 

kelli-: smiles at jp 

jaypee_2: smiles at Kelli 

justjim_9: ok take care all of you im off to work bye for now bye kelli  

kelli-: steps across to jps chair .. stands, one foot on each arm rest  

jaypee_2: TC Jim 

jaypee_2: omg 

justjim_9: ty jp  

justjim_9: you too  

kelli-: sways to the beat 

jaypee_2: peering up 

jaypee_2: oh yes 



kelli-: looking down .. smiles 

jaypee_2: big smile 

kelli-: one foot on each arm rest ..  

kelli-: hips thrust  

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

kelli-: hands high  

jaypee_2: oohhhh 

kelli-: hips rotate 

Master_joe: nice view jp? 

kelli-: looks down  

jaypee_2: oh yes, for sure 

kelli-: watching jps eyes  

jaypee_2: looking up 

jaypee_2:    

kelli-: nice tight lil dance outfit stretched across my body 

jaypee_2: big round of applause 

jaypee_2: mmmmmm 

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar as the music changes 

kelli-: slowly turning.. body rocking to the slowish beat 

kelli-: working it to the music 

kelli-: turns ..  

jaypee_2: mmm, yes 

kelli-: shaking my ass at Joe 

jaypee_2: smiles 

Master_joe: shake it baby 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: shakin it harder 

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: arching my back 

Master_joe: mmm archhhh  

kelli-: hips move forward and back to the beat  

kelli-: turning as I dance 

Master_joe: tick tock like a metronome 

kelli-: working the beat  

jaypee_2: licking my lips 

kelli-: music fades 

jaypee_2:    

Master_joe: bluesy 

kelli-: sways .. shoulders move to the music 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

jaypee_2: yess 

kelli-: leans forward  



Master_joe: donlt fall of the edge of the bar 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders to the beat 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Master_joe: sits on hands 

kelli-: hair moving as I dance 

kelli-: steps to the arms of joes chair 

kelli-: hips thrust  

Master_joe: ooh yes 

Master_joe: looking up towards heaven 

kelli-: brush one thigh on your cheek  

jaypee_2: lol, now I'm jealous 

Master_joe: mmmm 

Master_joe: yess 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

Master_joe: shaved closely today 

jaypee_2: grins 

kelli-: smiles  

Master_joe: ooo nice beat here 

kelli-: leans down as the music starts  

kelli-: hair flies over your face looking up 

Master_joe: tickles  so i wipe my face 

kelli-: leans way down .. wet kissssssssss 

Master_joe: mm wet kisses back  

Master_joe: mouth sslightly open 

kelli-: straightens up .. flipping my hair over my shoulders 

Master_joe: mmm itches face mmm 

kelli-: eyes close .. hips thrust .. facing up  

Master_joe: then sits on em again 

kelli-: hands slowly wander my body 

Master_joe: getting a very close view of each thrust 

Master_joe: mmm slower now 

kelli-: knees bend .. so my hips are even with your face  

Master_joe: oo yes 

Master_joe: looking forward 

kelli-: hips swivel to the new, slower beat 

jaypee_2: mmmMMM 

Master_joe: looking forward  tehn up and winks 

kelli-: works my body to the slow beat .. inches from your nose 

Master_joe: yesss so close 

kelli-: runs my fingers through your hair 

Master_joe: blows out at bare skin 

Master_joe: mmm feels so nice 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: slowly working the beat 



Master_joe: work it 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: down over my hips 

kelli-: right hand moves down the middle 

Master_joe: yes watching right hand 

kelli-: slowly tracing the camel toe  

jaypee_2: omg 

Master_joe: oh yes 

kelli-: slowly sways  

kelli-: hands move high  

Master_joe: how happy we could be..mmm 

kelli-: steps back to the bar 

kelli-: turns and rolls my hips and ass to the new beat 

Master_joe: mmmm winks as you do 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: works my way to the stage 

kelli-: does a little wild dance  

kelli-: hair flying 

jaypee_2: smiling 

Master_joe: yess smiles 

kelli-: shimmies as I prance on the stage 

kelli-: grasps the pole 

Master_joe: love that shimmy 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: works my hips to the slow blues 

kelli-: straightens up  

cptfire35: ive got great timing!! 

kelli-: leg wraps the pole as my hands move up 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: leans back .. one hand on the pole .. legs wraped as I spin 

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: pushing higher  

kelli-: wraps my body on the pole 

jaypee_2: smiles 

kelli-: peeks at you 

cptfire35: great outfit for you to get out of 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: eyes close as I grind the pole 

kelli-: leans back .. thrusting harder  

kelli-: hangs upside down 

kelli-: arms catch the pole below me .. kicks out my legs and spins 

kelli-: pulls my legs in and wraps .. hands let go .. spins 

Master_joe: yess spin 

cptfire35: cute little spinner 



kelli-: hangs upside down ..  

Master_joe: bat girl...mmm 

kelli-: touch the floor and flip to my feet 

kelli-: leans back against the pole 

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

jaypee_2: smiles 

kelli-: pops the top snap of my bra 

sam64_13: hi Kelli 

kelli-: then the second 

Master_joe: yes  

jaypee_2:    eyes widen 

kelli-: leans forward and shimmies to the beat 

jaypee_2: mmmm 

cptfire35: perky little puppies 

kelli-: arch my back .. grind the pole 

jaypee_2: yess 

kelli-: hands move down my torso  

Master_joe: up and down  watching each time 

kelli-: around the waist of my shorts  

jaypee_2: oohhh 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat 

kelli-: works it hard 

kelli-: rolls my hips and thrusts 

jaypee_2: go Kelli go 

cptfire35: wow!!! 

kelli-: strutts to the music 

cptfire35: we are falling in love 

kelli-: stops .. legs apart .. leans forward  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

jaypee_2: licks my lips 

kelli-: laffs and pops the last snap 

cptfire35: yummy 

kelli-: rips off the bra  

kelli-: swings it around and around as I dance 

kelli-: works the tune 

cptfire35: is she the best? 

kelli-: toss the bra .. holds my chest as the tune ends 

Master_joe: yess love it 

Master_joe: grabs it 

jaypee_2: grabs for bra 

jaypee_2: damn 

Master_joe: prize 

cptfire35: petite 



kelli-: stands ..  

kelli-: feet apart 

cptfire35: bravo 

kelli-: hands move slowly over my head 

kelli-: hips thrust  

cptfire35: every man wanting her 

Master_joe: mmm not watching hands this time 

kelli-: sways and moves to the rhythm 

kelli-: hands around my waist  

jaypee_2: admiring 

kelli-: eyes watching yours watching me 

jaypee_2: gazing 

kelli-: right hand on my tummie 

kelli-: fingers spread 

kelli-: slowly moving south 

Master_joe: mmmmmmm 

jaypee_2: gasps 

kelli-: left hand unsnaps one snap 

kelli-: on my left hip 

Master_joe: mmm 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

kelli-: right hand moves to right hip as the music changes  

jaypee_2: yes yes 

Master_joe: watching 

kelli-: breaks into a wild lil dance as the music changes  

kelli-: lifting legs high as I dance 

Master_joe: dance dance 

kelli-: shaking boobs .. working ass 

jaypee_2:    

Master_joe: not sure where to look 

kelli-: slowly turning to profile 

kelli-: pushing my boobs together with my arms  

jaypee_2: oohhhhh 

kelli-: hand on my  hips 

kelli-: unsnaps the top right snap 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

kelli-: a little flap drops in the front 

kelli-: hands behind my head . .. hips thrusting hard  

Master_joe: oh my 

jaypee_2: oohhhh 

kelli-: workin it 

cptfire35: love it 

kelli-: drops to my knees as the blues starts  



cptfire35: nailed it 

kelli-: sounds like Janice 

jaypee_2: it is 

kelli-: leans back .. hands all over me 

kelli-: right hand at the top of the flap  

jaypee_2: yesss 

kelli-: working my hips 

jaypee_2: mmmmm 

kelli-: grinding  

Master_joe: oh yes 

kelli-: left hand pops the second snap on the left side 

kelli-: tracing across the newly exposed skin  

Master_joe: ooo yes 

Master_joe: newly exposed 

jaypee_2: oh my 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs .. hips move to the slow beat 

jaypee_2: ohhhh 

kelli-: smiles as the beat changes 

kelli-: knees apart .. body straight up  

kelli-: hands move high  

Master_joe: yess 

kelli-: working my body to the beat  

Master_joe: work it! 

kelli-: lil boobs bounce to the beat 

kelli-: hands move to them  

Master_joe: mm let em bounce! 

jaypee_2: yessss 

kelli-: tweek my nips to make them pop out and hard as diamonds 

Master_joe: oh yess 

kelli-: hands move down .. over the bare skin 

kelli-: pop the second snap on the right hip 

kelli-: flap drops .. very low now 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: sides of the bottoms flip down exposing my hips  

jaypee_2: oohhhhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: works the new beat 

kelli-: watching you both 

jaypee_2: watching you 

kelli-: as my hands wander all over me 

jaypee_2: soooo sexxy 

kelli-: licks my lips slowly 

Master_joe: mmmm lickkkkks 



jaypee_2: mmmm, yes 

kelli-: both hands slowly move down to my exposed hips 

kelli-: fingers pointing down  

jaypee_2: watching intently 

kelli-: slip under what left of the waist  

kelli-: pops both snaps and lets it fall  

kelli-: thrusting to the beat  

Master_joe: mmmm 

jaypee_2: oohhhhh 

kelli-: leans back .. legs apart and under me 

kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: sell my soul  

jaypee_2: yess 

kelli-: hips roll and snap to the beat 

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: air guitar 

jaypee_2: smiles 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: dancing .. working the beat 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: working my ass as I turn  

Master_joe: yess work it guitar girl 

kelli-: leans forward .. back to you 

kelli-: flexing my bare ass to the music 

jaypee_2: omg 

jaypee_2: devine 

kelli-: snapping my ass muscles  

Master_joe: so tight 

kelli-: workin it 

jaypee_2: yessss 

Master_joe: naked guitar...might catch on 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: runs and catches the pole .. spins 

kelli-: wraps the pole like a snake 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: legs wrapped 

Master_joe: oo la la lala la 

kelli-: hips pumping the pole 

jaypee_2: mmmmmmm 

jaypee_2: yess 

Master_joe: mm pole pumping  my fav 

kelli-: working over backward  

kelli-: dancing .. grinding.. humping the pole 



kelli-: hands on the floor.. flipping to my feet  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: stops 

Master_joe: o la  la lala la la 

kelli-: strutts up to my robe 

Master_joe: mmm strutt 

kelli-: flips it pushing my arms inside  

jaypee_2: mmmmmmm 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: slowly dancing across the stage 

GerryB3: HELLO 

kelli-: closes the robe and ties the belt 

Master_joe: hi 

kelli-: hi gerry 

Master_joe: mmmthrows kisses 

 
 
kelli-: does a little strutt to the beat 

kelli-: hips moving as I strutt 

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli as she struts to the beat 

jaypee_2:    

kelli-: slowly turns as my body moves to the slow beat 

kelli-: the very short dress moving with me  

Al_dente_: follows the profile of the rippling curves.... 

jaypee_2: oh yes 

kelli-: hands move high .. over my head .. hips rolling as I turn  

kelli-: working the new beat 

kelli-: turning .. my back to the bar 

Al_dente_: body swaying with the beat 

kelli-: elbows on the bar behind me 

kelli-: leaning back  

Al_dente_: admires the legs and thighs 

kelli-: one foot on the edge of puckies chair .. to the left of his legs 

Al_dente_: as the skirt rises 

kelli-: the other foots on the edge of puckies chair on the right of his legs  

kelli-: leans my head back .. hair hanging on the bar 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right to the rhythm 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice curves.... 

Al_dente_: puck seems mesmorised..... 

kelli-: wonders if puckie is still breathing 

Al_dente_: probably a heart condition 

kelli-: or a beer condition 

jaypee_2: grins 



Al_dente_: or a beer and tv condition 

kelli-: oh well .. his loss 

jaypee_2: for sure 

Al_dente_: but you still look great leaning back like that kelli 

kelli-: pushing myself up .. sitting on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Fishnet-Torso-Seamless-Mini-Dress.php 

kelli-: how do you like the dress boys? 

Al_dente_: love it kelli 

Al_dente_: love the low top 

Al_dente_: and of course the high skirt.... 

kelli-: it's an odd combination of low and high top  

jaypee_2: WOW, Kelli 

Al_dente_: nice long shoulder straps 

kelli-: my boobs don't fill it out like hers  

Al_dente_: hers are false anyway 

Al_dente_: yours are great! 

jaypee_2: smiles 

Al_dente_: great! 

kelli-: I can atest to the fact that mine are mine 

kelli-: attest 

Al_dente_: just keep it that way kelli.... 

kelli-: leans back playing air guitar 

Al_dente_: no need for any more  

Al_dente_: watches the top get lower as she plays 

kelli-: lays out on the bar, on my side   

Al_dente_: nice undulating curves 

kelli-: waits for the new song 

puckhound3000: ihave to say, kelli, i am finally getting to enjoy one of your dances 

puckhound3000: i always seem to miss them 

kelli-: where did you go? 

puckhound3000: i never get to sit still for long 

Al_dente_: unless you have just got enough breath to speak! 

puckhound3000: lol 

puckhound3000: dogs needed out, they were barking like crazy 

kelli-: the only way you can miss things would be if you aren't here  

puckhound3000: then they don't want to come back 

puckhound3000: but i get to at least be here now 

kelli-: stands .. tapping my toe to the rhythm 

puckhound3000: believe me, kelli, i'm alive 

puckhound3000: you have made sure i know that 

kelli-: of course you should puckie .. we don't read minds 

Al_dente_: toe still tappin? 

kelli-: steps across to the arms of jp's chair  

kelli-: sways to the beat 



Al_dente_: hi Jim 

justjim_9: hi al 

Al_dente_: have a seat.. kelli is teasing 

justjim_9: mmmmm thats nice  

kelli-: gently swaying to the rhythm 

justjim_9: oh nice kelli as i take a seat  

Al_dente_: looks at jim and the look on his face.... 

kelli-: hips moving left right left right swivel  

justjim_9: well thats lovely 

puckhound3000: loves when kelli is swinging the hips, means she is usually letting go 

and moving to the tunes 

justjim_9: as i smile at kelli  

kelli-: looks straight down at jp 

justjim_9: shes got her eye on you jp  

kelli-: just one? 

kelli-: closes one eye 

justjim_9: well maybe two lol  

Al_dente_: I bet jp is having trouble looking in her eyes... 

kelli-: slides one foot to the seat of jp's chair 

justjim_9: very sexy kelli  

kelli-: then the other  

jaypee_2: gazing 

justjim_9: drooling more like jp  

jaypee_2: wipes my mouth off 

kelli-: my thigh moving against jp's cheek  

jaypee_2: oh my 

kelli-: slips down .. sitting on jp's lap .. facing him 

justjim_9: i say more than that jp getting me turned on here lol  

kelli-: legs wrapping around him 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

kelli-: the short dress almost .. well.. there  

jaypee_2: yes yes 

kelli-: hands on JP's shoulders  

justjim_9: oh yes kelli showing her beautiful body off  

puckhound3000: i think i would love a trip to the local strip club with kelli 

kelli-: body sways slowly 

jaypee_2: breathing hard now 

justjim_9: i love how she sways  

puckhound3000: i think just watching kelli would would be hot 

kelli-: feel my legs tighten 

jaypee_2: mmmmm 

Al_dente_: relax and watch puck.... 

puckhound3000: walk* 

kelli-: hips rock to the simple beat  



Al_dente_: it's a nice view from here 

justjim_9: i agree shes turning me on and im only watching  

puckhound3000: oh, i am Al 

kelli-: hands slowly move over my head  

kelli-: sways . thrusting gently to the beat  

jaypee_2: my eyes bugging out 

kelli-: head back .. facing up .. eyes closed 

justjim_9: i bet you are well hard jp  

Al_dente_: I bet that's not all that is out.... 

jaypee_2: grins 

kelli-: leans back slightly .. hips grinding 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

justjim_9: oh yes kelli sway that body babe  

jaypee_2: watching intently 

kelli-: pulls myself back up to sitting  

justjim_9: as i feel my lust for sex building within me as i envy jp  

kelli-: pulls my legs .. so I can stand on pj's chair  

justjim_9: shes good al isnt she  

Al_dente_: watches jp....  like a deer in the headlights 

jaypee_2: staring upwards 

kelli-: steps up on the arm rests .. facing the bar 

jaypee_2:    

kelli-: leans forward .. shimmies shoulders and ass  

jaypee_2: omg 

justjim_9: wow thats nice as i smile  

kelli-: watching pj .. between my thighs 

jaypee_2: gorgeous 

jaypee_2: licks my lips 

kelli-: steps over to the bar  

justjim_9: oh my god look at those long legs  

kelli-: slow seductive strutt 

Al_dente_: smiles as jp try's to recover 

jaypee_2: gasping 

justjim_9: admiring kelli as she strutts her stuff  

kelli-: letting the dress stay where it is 

Al_dente_: those legs strutting... 

puckhound3000: she does have the legs 

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

justjim_9: what at you wearing kelli can i see  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar between Al and jim 

Al_dente_: ut huh... 



justjim_9: owo yes and lovely thighs  

Al_dente_: looks up at kelli... 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Fishnet-Torso-Seamless-Mini-Dress.php 

justjim_9: i lok at kelli and give her a smile  

Al_dente_: hmmm lovely view 

kelli-: the short dress riding high up my thighs 

kelli-: hand move high, knees bend, slinky moves  

jaypee_2: oh yesss 

Al_dente_: loves the way the thigh muscles ripple.... 

justjim_9: oh yes give it to us kelli  

kelli-: drops to my knees . the slow blues running through me 

jaypee_2: you go girl 

justjim_9: as i look at her lovely body wrapped in that lovely dress  

justjim_9: as it rides up her thighs  

Al_dente_: smiles up at kelli as our eyes briefly meet 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: pops up to my feet  

kelli-: crazy little dance  

justjim_9: mmmmm oh to kiss those lips i sigh  

kelli-: lifting legs high 

Al_dente_: ,takes another sip of water 

Al_dente_: watching the legs 

justjim_9: as i watch kelli gyrate and dance  

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

justjim_9: what an ass xxx 

kelli-: legs straight and apart .. leand forward ... bouncing my ass to the beat 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: moves my ass in circles 

puckhound3000: damn 

justjim_9: oh yes xxxx as i feel more horny  

Al_dente_: hmmm 

justjim_9: oh kelli thats nice  

kelli-: grins at the new beat 

Al_dente_: pucks exploded 

kelli-: stands straight 

kelli-: feet apart  

justjim_9: my hand is placed between my thighs covering my lust for kelli  

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands in back of my head  

Al_dente_: passes Jim a hat.... 

kelli-: flexing ass to the beat 

jaypee_2: admiring ass 

justjim_9: her breasts tighen within the dress as she moves to the beat  

puckhound3000: i am mesmerized by her yes, her hips and her ass 



justjim_9: moe kelli  

puckhound3000: love watching kelli move 

justjim_9: more kelli  

justjim_9: more kelli  

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

puckhound3000: jim, i think moe explains it perfectly 

justjim_9: move it girl  

justjim_9: im so horny puck shes hot  

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: my heel tapping the beat as kelli snaps here hips left and right 

kelli-: further 

kelli-: way back .. looking at you upside down  

justjim_9: i want her as i look upon kelli  

Al_dente_: the dress getting lower as she leans 

puckhound3000: kelli is very hot 

Al_dente_: breasts nearly falling out of the dress 

puckhound3000: always sexy, always sweet, the combination is too much to ignore 

kelli-: hands on the floor .. bent in an upside down U shape 

justjim_9: oh yes please  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: kicks my legs over and lands on my feet .. strutting slowly around the bar  

justjim_9: yes strut your stuff kelli  

justjim_9: as the music drives on on to kelli's movements xxx 

kelli-: works my body to the slow seductive beat  

justjim_9: yeah i like it slow and seductive kelli moves  

kelli-: hands slipping down the front of my dress as stand at the edge of the bar 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the sliding hands 

kelli-: it's sooo soft and smooth 

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmm as i watch those hands  

kelli-: finger tips play with the hem  

kelli-: watching the boys watch me 

Al_dente_: wathing the fingers 

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmm i look with my lust building  

kelli-: body bouncing to the quicker beat  

justjim_9: will they move her dress up more  

kelli-: curls the hem of the dress with my finger tips 

justjim_9: will kelli show her iner thighs  

puckhound3000: so glad the three of us are far apart 

puckhound3000: nice to not have to share my obvious excitement for kelli  

Al_dente_: having a little difficulty there puck? 

kelli-: slowly slips the hem higher  

puckhound3000: nothing difficult here, easy as pie 

puckhound3000: just not wanting to share with my buds 

Al_dente_: hmm those great legs! 



justjim_9: yes it is difficult to not feel horny  

kelli-: higher 

justjim_9: oh kelli more  

justjim_9: yes reveal all  

kelli-: slowly turning as the hem exposes the bottoms of my round lil ass 

kelli-: bouncing them to the rhythm 

justjim_9: as i stare at her fingers  

justjim_9: ooooooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh shes turned  

justjim_9: turn back kelli  

kelli-: slowly continues to pull it up to the sloowww bluessss  

puckhound3000: such a tight, little ass too 

justjim_9: revealing her bare ass  

justjim_9: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

justjim_9: lovely 

puckhound3000: only SRV can make this perfect, Kelli, this song is perfect for you right 

now 

kelli-: nothing but a verticle band that disappears between my legs 

justjim_9: i agree with you puck  

justjim_9: oh my god  

puckhound3000: i could listen to SRV and watch Kelli for a week strait, wouldn't even 

miss food 

kelli-: pulls the hem around my waist and ties it up as best I can 

justjim_9: kelli is touching herself mmmmmmmmmmmm wish it was my hand i sigh  

kelli-: arching my back as my ass moves slowly to the beat 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

kelli-: swaying .. snapping my hips to the downbeat  

justjim_9: oh how i want you kelli 

Al_dente_: the gstring is barely visable.... 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder .. winks 

justjim_9: i smile at kelli in return  

kelli-: swivels my hips as I slowly turn to profile 

justjim_9: more kelli  

kelli-: hands high ... knees bend .. deep dip  

Al_dente_: beautiful transition from thighs to ass... 

justjim_9: wow  

Al_dente_: relaxes into the blues as kelli dances suductivelyy 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmmm 

kelli-: slowly straightens up 

puckhound3000: you slowly straighten up, but we seem to all be straight up for an hour 

now 

justjim_9: yes very nuch so puck 

Al_dente_: the thin band of the gstring tight acraoss her hips 

kelli-: thumbs move under the shoulder straps  



Al_dente_: gulps.... 

kelli-: stretching them out  

kelli-: strutts down to the stage  

kelli-: cross my arms  

Al_dente_: watching the thumbs move out over the shoulders 

kelli-: dress explodes off my body  

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

justjim_9: wow  

Al_dente_: love it! 

kelli-: waves it around and lets it fly 

justjim_9: kelli oh your fantastic  

kelli-: shimmies my ass and shoulders  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: hands highs 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: leaning way back  

Al_dente_: takes in the beauty of kelli.... 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

kelli-: rotates  

Kelleen: smiles taking a seat] 

kelli-: working my body 

Al_dente_: <imagines...... 

kelli-: hair touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: collapse  

puckhound3000: i love the heart, i love the effort and complete desire in your dances, 

Kelli 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

Al_dente_: Stands and applauds 

Al_dente_: great dance Kelli 

D r a z: bravo kelli great dance,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, stands close to the stage with a LAB robe held 

out ready for her to stepinto  

justjim_9: well done kelli  

kelli-: backs up to Draz and slips my arms into the robe 

D r a z: smiles and slips the belt round and ties it ,,,,, and gives kelli a kiss on the cheek 

,,,great dancing  

kelli-: leans back into Draz  

kelli-: small but great bunch  

puckhound3000: puts $100 bill on the edge of the stage, wanting kelli to come and say hi 

kelli-: winks to the boys 

Al_dente_: winks back 

kelli-: walks over to the edge of the bar when puckie is sitting 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

puckhound3000: worth every penny, kelli 



kelli-: opens the bottom of the robe giving puckie a place to tuck the bill  

puckhound3000: taking my time, enjoying the view, feeling like i want it to last forever 

puckhound3000: wondering where to tuck the bill 

 
Poppy England 
 
Poppy England: *scuttles off from her bar stool and locks herself in a cage*  

Heart1226: lol....  

D r a z: laffs 

D r a z: turns on the strippert music for the cage dweller  

Heart1226: hehe DRaz...!! wohoooooo .. fo rpoppy!! 

D r a z: watches as poppy twirls her tassles  

Poppy England: *grabs the bars of the cage and bends over, wiggling her ass....  

D r a z: there ya go ... some shake ass  

D r a z: claps to the strippper music   

Poppy England: *reaches up on the bars and her little top lifts, showing off her golden 

midriff.  

D r a z: claps as the midriff shows  

Heart1226: whistles......and smiles towards the cage....  

D r a z: watches that ass wriggle to the beat  

Poppy England: *shimmies jiggling her breasts under the top to show she isnt wearing a 

bra....  

D r a z: woo hoo 

Heart1226: ohhh myy....  

Poppy England: *licks one of the hard bars of the cage suggestively with the tip of her 

tongue.....  

D r a z: grins as  popppy gets  it all going 

Poppy England: *starts to roll her hips...body pulsing to the rhythm of the 

music......closing her eyes as she runs her tongue up the hardness of the bar  

D r a z: smilesas poppy realises its  not so safe  in the cage   

Heart1226: gasps as my eyes widened  when her tongue playfully trails the hard bar..  

Poppy England: *reaches up and grabs the bars at the top of the cage....top rising up to 

uncover the swell of her big breasts, stopping just short of her nipples...  

D r a z: looks up at the buxom orbs   

Heart1226: ohhh lalahhhhh....  

Poppy England: *flexing her muscles, she pulls up and swings her feet up and through 

the bars at the top of the cage.....grins and lets her hair swing as she takes a firm hold of 

the bars with her ankles.....  

D r a z: looks upto teh cageas popy hangs upside down 

Heart1226: snaps my fingers along to the tuneee.. smiling as I watch Poppy electrify the 

room...  

Heart1226: hello Kenny...  

  

Poppy England: *with a whoop she lets go of the bars at the top of the cage and swings 



her body down....  

D r a z: laffs watching poppy as she lets herself down  

Heart1226: wohooooo... nice moves Poppy... ! 

Poppy England: *stretches her arms down and giggles as her top slips down, uncovering 

her ripe breasts and rapidly hardening nipples....  

Poppy England: *lets the top slip down over her head and down her arms until it hits the 

floor.....pressing her hands to the floor she releases her feet and drops down to crouch on 

the floor of the cage....  

D r a z: watches poppy  crouching on the floor] 

Poppy England: *reaches up with one hand, grasping the bars towards the top of the 

cage and starts to pulse her body, her soft flesh rippling over the strong muscles 

underneath....arching her back and pressing forward her breasts and her smooth belly.....  

D r a z: smiles watching as poppy press  the bars  

Heart1226: smiles watching Poppy moves seductively...  

Poppy England: *moves forward...sliding her hands down the bars....pressing her body 

against the smooth hard metal.....raising a knee and purring through the bars like a 

caged animal...  

Heart1226: mmm.... sexy enigmatic predator....  

Poppy England: *the hard metal digging grooves into her soft breasts and belly......she 

drops her head back again...her tawny hair tumbling over her shoulders.....  

D r a z: smiles watching as   poppy leans back 

Poppy England: *closing her eyes and parting her lips...she slides down the cage bars and 

kneels on the floor, eyes flickering around the room.....smiles a cat-like smile  

Poppy England: can I come out now? *grins*  

D r a z:  smiles as i watch the feline  smile 

Heart1226: meowwwww.... giggles 

Poppy England: *swings the cage a little  

D r a z:  opens the cage ,.come on out poppy  

Poppy England: *grabs her top and pulls it on so not to get thrown out*  

D r a z: lafssssss 

Heart1226: lol... wohooooo... whistlesss and applauds.... well done Poppy..!!  

Poppy England: *slips her arms around Draz's neck and slides down his body until her 

feet touch the floor  

Poppy England: thank you, bit of a way down there  

Poppy England: mmm please, nice big vodka and tonic  

Poppy England: *catches the drink before it slides by and takes a gulp after all that 

dancing*  

D r a z: great little cameo dance on spur of moment poppy  

Poppy England: I was showing off my ability to hang upside down  

D r a z: usefull skill  .......do you have to do that often? 

Poppy England: oh all the time!  

D r a z: oh i bet 

Poppy England: its a useful skill  

D r a z: get a diferent persepctive on the world  



Poppy England: *looks at the ice bucket*  

D r a z: passes popy some ice  

Poppy England: *wraps it in a bar towel and slaps it in heart's lap* 

 

 

Poppy England: *gently slaps her fingers against her thigh in time to the music* 

D r a z: laffs as the blush matches the crop top 

Poppy England: *leans her back against the bar, tossing back her hair, watching the room 

Kelleen: adjusting the bikini and beach cover robe 

Poppy England: *smiles to Kelleen* 

D r a z: wipes the bar enjoying the view  

Poppy England: *grinds her hips from side to side on the bar stool with the strong bass 

beat of the music..... 

ratherbe: sits back as i watch Poppy  

Poppy England: *swaying her body to the music....her breasts, naked under the crop top 

move gently* 

D r a z: smiles as the big breasts  move to the beat 

Poppy England: *raises arms above her head and arches her back....pulsing her body 

gently to the music... 

D r a z: watches how the top strains  

Poppy England: *leans back against the bar, not daring to risk dancing to rock and roll 

without a bra* 

greygriffin20: hehe tis a shame 

touchdown366: very nice moves Poppy 

Poppy England: *grins to Draz* that is a bit easier to dance to 

Poppy England: *turns and climbs up onto the bar, onto all fours..... 

touchdown366: watches as she does 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Poppy England: *rises and walks along the bar, swinging her hips, flicking back her hair 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: smiles at the strutting poppy  

touchdown366: eyes follow as she walks along the bar 

Poppy England: *reaches the dance pole at the end of the bar and grasps its cool 

hardness....swings out around the bar, hair flying as she swoops around, stops and holds 

the bar above her head..... 

touchdown366: sees the hair flying as she swings around the pole smiling at her sexy 

moves 

Poppy England: *pressing her back against the bar and raises her other hand to hold the 

pole above her head as well, her top rising to show off her golden midriff and the curve of 

the bottom of both her breasts..... 

jaypee_2: hello All 

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: grins to see the sexy body against the pole  



touchdown366: looks at her firm midriff while she presses against the pole 

Poppy England: *starts to crouch down, sliding down the pole, knees parting 

widely...showing off the soft skin above her stockings, body starting to pulse as she 

closes her eyes...... 

touchdown366: eyes follow as ahe slides down the pole watching her knees go apart 

jaypee_2: sits, watching Poppy 

D r a z: watches poppys body responds to the  strong beat  

Poppy England: *drops her head back, drifting a hand down the front of her top, over her 

flat belly and into the belt of her shorts......bodys pulsing becomes more insistent.... 

touchdown366: admiring her sexy body as she moves to the beat of the music 

Poppy England: *splays her fingers widely and lightly draws them over her crotch.....up 

over her belly again and up to the material of her top.....fingers grasping the material and 

pulling it up.... 

jaypee_2: gazing 

greygriffin20:    *watches intently* 

touchdown366: watches as her fingers grasp the material as i look on  

D r a z: the swell of breasts  clearly visible  

Poppy England: *the top slides up and she shimmies shaking her big firm breasts free of 

the material......pulls the top over her head and drops it on the bar.... 

greygriffin20:    woohoo 

jaypee_2: oh yess 

touchdown366: looks as the top goes to the bar and watches her shimmie 

D r a z: slips the top umder the bar  

Poppy England: *raises both arms over head and arching back, pushing out her breasts 

as she licks her lips, closes her eyes and drops back her head 

touchdown366: loving her form as she works the music seeing all eyes on her 

jaypee_2: simply gorgeous 

Poppy England: *rises up, slipping her hands up the hard pole...., flips round and swings 

around the pole, wrapping one of her long legs against the shiny metal..... 

touchdown366: watches as her sexy legs wraps around the pole appreaciating her sexy 

body 

D r a z: watches poppy   turn it on  

Poppy England: *pushes her arms up and presses her body to the pole....pressing it 

between her breasts, grinning at the men as her nipples start to harden from contact 

with the cold metal..... 

jaypee_2: oh my 

touchdown366: looks at her at the breast press into the pole 

Poppy England: *starts to roll and grind her hips against the pole, throwing back her 

head in a fan of tawny hair, gasping and licking her lips....... 

touchdown366: eyes follow the hips back and forth as i see her hair fly 

Poppy England: *presses harder and drops one hand from the pole....reaching back she 

arches her body and leans back, the voluptuous breasts moving with the pulsing of her 

body as she grinds against the pole..... 



D r a z: taps out the beat as we watch the light shimmering over poppy and in her hair  

touchdown366: loving how her hot body pulsates to the music as she grinds the pole 

jaypee_2: mmmMMM 

Poppy England: *grasps the pole harder with her leg as she lets go of the pole with the 

other hand, her hips grinding harder, lips parting wide and eyes closed...... 

D r a z: those hips  hypnotising  as they pulse to the beat 

jaypee_2: wipes my forehead 

touchdown366: looks as Poppy grinds the pole harder as looking at her intently 

Poppy England: *arms hanging down....hair swinging and a soft sheen of sweat starting 

to form on the flat belly and naked breasts....hips continuing  in their rhythmic 

grinding..... 

Poppy England: *shimmies her upper body to let the light play on her golden 

skin.....smiling....... 

touchdown366: sees those beatiful breast as my eyes also catch her hip movements 

touchdown366: smiles back at her as she shimmies 

Poppy England: *pulls up and grabs the pole, unhooking her leg and starts to slide down 

the pole to her knees....... 

jaypee_2: big smile 

D r a z: watching  the snaking body as the rythmn takes her over 

touchdown366: loves hoew she slides down to her knees making eye contact with her 

Poppy England: *lands on her knees, arms raised....loooses the pole and starts to arch 

her back and leans back....... 

jaypee_2: mmmm, yes 

Poppy England: *dragging her fingers over her belly and up over her breasts she 

stops....stilll 

touchdown366: sees how flexiable she is as she arches back 

D r a z:  watches as the fingers wander over her body  

Poppy England: *holds the arched position and looks around for her top...... 

touchdown366: loves how the fingers trace her firm body 

D r a z:  passes poppy her top back from under the bar 

Poppy England: *pulls back up and kneels, smiling at the guys.....takes the top from Draz 

and slips it back on 

D r a z: applaud s the  sexy dancer ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  woo hoo poppy ,,,,,,,, superb  

touchdown366: smiles at her sexy routine  

D r a z:  looks over at jp and lifts his jaw back up  

Poppy England: *shakes out her hair and grins, getting up and walking back along the 

bar to her seat 

touchdown366: nice very nice Poppy 

Poppy England: *slips back onto her seat and takes a sip from her drink 

D r a z: grins at poppy ,,,,,,,and passes her v and t  to her     

greygriffin20:    

Poppy England: *bows from the waist to the guys 

touchdown366: was a pleasure to watch you dance Poppy 



Poppy England: why thank you TD, I am glad you enjoyed it 

D r a z: passes gg a bottleof cold water  

touchdown366: yes very much think it was the first time ive seen you dance 

jaypee_2: it was stirring, Poppy 

Poppy England: really? then I am even more pleased you enjoyed it 

touchdown366: was truely a great rountine  

greygriffin20: maybe the first time for me as well 

touchdown366: smiles thankyou 

 

 

Poppy England: *disappears into the changing room* 

jll101: hmmmmm 

Heart1226: flicks my secret hiddencamera on... giggles..  

Poppy England: *calls from the changing room* not a chance, I am not wearing a bra 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Are you hoping to learn some techniques, Heart? 

greygriffin20: *sits up straight* woohoo.....shes prolly recording to perve to later hehe  

Heart1226: winks at Ivan.... and to grey.... you all need to bribe me a lot to be able to 

have a copy... lol 

Poppy England: *reappears from the changing room wearing her red crop top, black 

velvet shorts, black fishnet stockings and black patent thigh length boots.....tossing back 

her freshly brushed hair 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm sure we could come to some arrangement, Heart. 

Poppy England: *makes sure there is a gap at the top of her boot for cash.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What an image.  I'm hot with anticipation already. 

D r a z: winks at poppy as lift  her up onto the bar    

Heart1226: welcomes back the ever so alluring Poppy with a wide smile on my face....  

Poppy England: *smiles to Draz as he lifts her onto the bar, straightens her 

body.....arching her back....pushing out her ripe breasts under the crop top....drifting her 

arms back.....closing her eyes to start to feel the rhythm of the music.... 

Poppy England: *gently pulses her body, strong muscles rippling under her soft skin... 

D r a z: watches the wriggling  figure  ..........the big breast barely contained in the crop 

top 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sees the reflections of the spotlights on Poppy's skin emphasising the 

curves. 

Heart1226: discreetly peers at the ripe breasts while her eyes are closed and savors the 

beat of the song..  

Poppy England: *starts to walk along the bar, gently swinging her hips.....smiling down 

at the men gathered by the bar.......stops... 

D r a z: looks up a the legs and hips snaking  to the rythmn  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Poppy has grabbed all out attention - what is she about to do? 

Poppy England: *drops down to her knees......splaying them as she sits down on her 

heels.....back held perfectly straight....reaches up with her arms, her crop top slipping up 

to reveal the swell of the undersides of her breasts..... 

Heart1226: hands Ivan a hundred.......and whispers..  she's taking our breath away...  



Poppy England: *throws back her head....hair tumbling down her back......closes her eyes 

and opens her lips....tongue flickering over them.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's certainly doing that, Heart - takes the hundred and adds one of his 

own waiting for an opportunity to place it strategically. 

D r a z: grins up to see the    rythmn of  the body  and reaches over and slips a  50 into  

the top of the boot  

Nwiko: hi all 

Heart1226: ohhh myy... biting my lower lip as my eyes wander on Poppy's erotic body 

movement 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Nwiko. 

Poppy England: *starts to arch her back......leaning back....moving slowly down to the bar 

as she keeps up the insistent pulse of her body....top sliding up a little more.....head 

touches the bar and she holds her body in a perfect bow....arms stretched above her 

head, laid along the hard surface of the bar...... 

Heart1226: hello Nwiko.... come sit and relax..... and enjoy the sight of Poppy's dancing..  

Nwiko: ok 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Moves slightly closer to Poppy so that i am able to slip the hundreds into 

the top of her other boot. 

Poppy England: *moves arms outward and down....resting them on her thighs.....drifting 

her fingers up the boots and over the stockings...up to the bare flesh above her 

stockings....... 

Poppy England: *slides her hands up over her hips...her naked belly and up further to 

hold the hem of her crop top...... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Captivated by the eroticism of the movements. 

D r a z: smiles watching the fingers as poppy moves slowly to  the beat  

Poppy England: *keeps up the steady pulse of her body......a smile moving across her 

lips..... 

Poppy England: *calls out* 

Poppy England: would anyone like to see a little more? 

D r a z: slides another  50 in the boot  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Reaches into my wallet and finds another hundred.  Slips it into Poppy's 

boot again. 

greygriffin20: *takes money out of my wallet, slipping to poppy* of course we would  

Heart1226: nods with delight... ..waves a hundred .......... more please...................  

Poppy England: *smiles at both Ivan and Draz and runs her tongue along her top lips....... 

Poppy England: *tightens her muscles and pulls herself up sitting on her heels.......then 

rises onto her knees....straightening her body.....fingers move to the hem of her top...... 

D r a z: looking up anticipating   

Poppy England: *grasps the bottom of her top and pulls it up over her head......lush 

breasts falling out of the skimpy top.....hair tumbling down over her naked 

shoulders......drops the top beside her on the bar...... 

greygriffin20: woohoo  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Captivated by the contours of those luscious breasts. 



Poppy England: *smiles down at the audience, slips her thumbs into the belt at the back 

of her shorts....rippling her body....making her breasts sway gently as her nipples harden 

in the cooler air of the room...... 

Heart1226: sweet sweet gooodnesss.. fanning myself... it's really getting hotter and 

hotter...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's positively tropical, Heart. 

Poppy England: *turns onto all fours and starts to crawl towards Ivan.....her eyes locked 

on his...moving slowly....hips swinging....breasts swaying gently with each move...... 

Poppy England: *stops in front of Ivan and whispers 'sit on your hands please'* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Lock eyes with Poppy - I'm unable to take my eyes off her. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I obey Poppy's instruction. 

D r a z: smiles as i see poppy    tease Ivan  

Maxillary_Nerve: go ivan!  

Heart1226: far beyond the tropical atmosphere Ivan........it's Poppy....  winks 

Poppy England: *slips her hand onto his shoulder and rises, arching her back....pressing 

her breasts forward to within inches of Ivan's face.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I thought it might be, Heart, winks back. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What a vision.  I see the beautiful contours culminating in two herdened 

nipples. 

Poppy England: *rolls her hips in the tiny black shorts.....gold dusted breasts moving 

gently in front of his face........ 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's taking tremendous willpower to keep sitting on my hands. 

Poppy England: *sits back onto her heels...and leans forward to kiss his cheek before 

moving onto all fours...... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I have an overwhelming urge to reach out to those beautiful breatsts. 

Poppy England: *starts to crawl along the bar again.....swinging her hips in the little 

shorts and locks eyes with Draz..... 

Heart1226: ohhh myy... that sexy predator-like crawl....  

D r a z: winks at poppy  as she crawls along the bar  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gathers my breath and then watches Poppy in eager anticipation of 

what she'll do next. 

D r a z: watching the body  move to the slowheart beat  

Poppy England: *crawls along the bar, slinkng towards Draz....stops in front of him and 

moves to sit on her heels in front of him......head dropped forward, her hair tumbling over 

her breasts...partly covering them....... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think this is perhaps the time to turn on the fans, Draz. 

D r a z: grins lookig along the thighs and up to the barely covered breasts  

Poppy England: *reaches back to grasp her ankles......and tosses back her hair as she 

quickly arches her back and thrusts forward her naked belly and breasts....... 

D r a z: eyes on the thrusting  hips   

Poppy England: *starts to thrust her hips upwards and arches her back harder....her head 

tilting back to touch the bar again......her body lying on the bar in a perfect bow....runs 

her hands up her thighs.....pausing at the glistening bare flesh at the top of her 

stockings.....keeping up the pulse in rhythm with the music..... 



D r a z: watching the hands  as they slide over the  quivering flesh  

Ivan_Skavinsky: So expertly done every movement causes an extra little tingle. 

Poppy England: *keeps moving her hands upwards.....over her belly and up to cup her 

breasts........long fingers squeezing at the nipples.....turning them pinker...... 

greygriffin20: *tilts head enjoying the view*  

Poppy England: *pulls up her body from the hard bow and turns over onto all fours again 

and starts to crawl towards GG..... 

Heart1226: lips slightly parted as I watch Poppy's sensual dance with awe...  

D r a z: smiles as i watch  poppy cawl along the bar 

Poppy England: *raises her eyes to catch his.....locking his gaze, moving towards him..... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's incredibly sensual. 

greygriffin20: *raises eyebrow interested in seeing whats next, as i bite my bottom lip*  

Poppy England: *reaches GG and remains on all fours, close to him, letting him inhale the 

scent of her perfume and her hot, hoplelessly excited body...... 

Poppy England: *breathes into his ear to let him know how close she is to him....... 

D r a z: she willmake you weep 

Poppy England: *smiles and slides out her arms in front of her, pressing her breasts 

against the hardness of the bar counter.... 

Heart1226: hands Ed some cold bottled water... breath there man... my eyes still 

transfixed on POppy's amazing dance..  

Poppy England: *pushes her butt up into the air...the arch of her back showing the, 

roundness of her cheeks....the black shorts slipping up revealing more of the golden 

skin...... 

D r a z: grins to watch the  butt rising as  poppy  dances in front of gg  

Poppy England: *pushes up with her arms and pushes her hips and belly down onto the 

bar, tilts back her head and raises her feet in the patent boots to touch her head...... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't take my eyes off Poppy. 

Heart1226: smiles watching Poppy's seductive moves as she tease the crowd..  

Heart1226: lol .. trembling fingers ehh Ivan..? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Trembling all over, Heart. 

Poppy England: *holds the shape, her supple body bent....strong arms holding her 

up....her ripe breasts swinging with her breathing 

Poppy England: *lets down her legs....and lets her body down to lay flat on the 

bar.....rolls onto her back....., pulls up and starts to move along the bar....walking 

slowly....lights glittering off her body.....her hand pushes a lock of hair behind her ear...... 

D r a z: grins and watches poppy strutt down the bar 

Poppy England: *smiles down at the men...swinging her hips as she reaches the end of 

the bar.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The lights relecting from the sheen of Poppy's lovely smooth skin. 

Poppy England: *bends down to get down from the bar..... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Poppy. 

websterace3: looks up at the very lovely Poppy  

D r a z: smiles and helps poppy down from the bar and wraps her in a LAB robe  

Ivan_Skavinsky: That was fantastic, Poppy. 



websterace3: goes to my booth 

Poppy England: *slides down Draz's body, grinning and smiles, making sure she is 

adequately covered..... 

Poppy England: *smiles to Ivan 

Poppy England: thank you, am so glad you enjoyed it 

D r a z:  grins as i tie  the belt round poppy  

Poppy England: *smiles at Draz* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Poppy.  It was fantastic - thanks so much. 

Heart1226: stands and applauds...............bravo Poppy...!!! great dance my friend..!! 

smiless 

D r a z:  Bravo Poppy .......perfect  

D r a z:  shakes eds shoulder  

Poppy England: *smiles and blows a kiss to heart* 

Poppy England: thanks Draz 

Heart1226: wohoooo !! and what a sweet blown kiss .!! winks and smiles to Poppy.. 

D r a z:  so now you have seen poppy dance 

Poppy England: ah webster, you have seen me dance before though 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think Poppy has captivated us all. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Say "No", Webster. 

websterace3: yes I have and you are a very beautiful dancer 

Poppy England: *laughs* 

Poppy England: thank you Webster 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Well I did enjoy it so much, poppy. 

websterace3: yvw Poppy smiles  

trisha_29: beautiful dance hun...i missed most of it..but what i got to see was incredible 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It was an experience not to be missed, Trisha. 

Poppy England: oh thanks trisha, that's really kind 

greygriffin20: draz...seems the dance was so hot it crashed my computer 

 
 
Poppy England: *moves across the room and climbs up onto the bar for a bit of dancing 

practice 

D r a z: smileb sure  is  a great day ....looking around   

Poppy England: *plants her feet firmly apart and grasps her knees.....swinging her butt 

from side to side 

Heart1226: wohoooo poppy..!  

shannyn a1: slides off the barstool and skips over to a dance stage, steps on, and shouts 

to Poppy....you go girl ! 

D r a z: grind as my eyes wander from bar to the stage  

scarlett2angel: slips off the bar ....moves to a recliner to be out of the way  

Heart1226: sipping my drink as I watch the dance practice..  

 



Poppy England: *pushes her rounded butt down and still moves from side to side, 

working in a little twerk at the bottom of each dip with a strong tightening of her 

muscles.....drops her hands down, her fingertips touching the hard surface of the 

bar.....tosses her hair back.... 

shannyn a1: takes a seat on the stage to watch Poppy 

Poppy England: noo noo girls, I am just messing about.... 

Heart1226: a little bit naughty.... an angel in the morning... a devil on the night............  

D r a z: smiles watching the wiggler  

scarlett2angel: pulls you into the the recliner with me smiles lets get naughty 

D r a z: i like em like that 

Heart1226: giggles at Scarlett.... i like it like that..  

Poppy England: *grasps her ankles and pushes up her tush, wiggling it....the rounded 

flesh of her cheeks jiggling with the movement..... 

Heart1226: smiles and settles next to Scarlett and Lia.... admiring Poppy's dance...  

D r a z: look at them country curves  

Poppy England: *straightens up and struts along the bar towards the dance pole at the 

end.... 

scarlett2angel: smiles im a country girl Draz 

scarlett2angel: whistles for Poppy  

Poppy England: *jumps and grasps the hardness of the pole in her hand, spinning around 

the pole....legs bent, head thrown back, hair flying.... 

D r a z: laffs indeed scarlett ,,,,,, hot damn  

Heart1226: hot damn.... take a look at her.........  

D r a z:  looks  at her grasping the pole  

Poppy England: *grasps the pole with both hands....using every muscle in her strong 

body...pulls up her legs to grasp the pole between her soft thighs.... 

shannyn a1: stares at Poppy and watches all the seductive gyrations 

D r a z:  hey comeon get some   

scarlett2angel: if shannyn gets any closer she sure will 

Heart1226: shake that money maker.....  

Poppy England: *lets go of the pole with her hand and grasps the hem of her 

shirt....straightening out her body to hang upside down on the pole......holding the shirt 

carefully as this is only practice.....her bare midriff showing the glittering diamond in her 

navel..... 

D r a z: smiles looking at the tight  reflecting off the diamond  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Lia as she gets Her grove at work 

Poppy England: *pulses her body to make the diamond glisten even more.... 

D r a z:  watches the money maker   shake  

Poppy England: *hair swinging as she takes up the faster rhythm of the 

music.......naughtily lets the crop top slip a bit.... 

D r a z:   grins to see the bulging breast  

Poppy England: *carefully keeps her nipples covered as she doesnt want to get thrown 

out..... 



scarlett2angel: cuddles with the ever quiet Lia as heart tickles me making it hard to lay 

still  

Poppy England: *pulls up using her strong stomach muscles and grasps the pole with 

both of her hands..... 

Heart1226: giggles... rocking my head some to the beat as my eyes wander over Poppy's 

sultry body..  

Poppy England: *presses her cheek to the pole and slides down....turning her face to the 

pole and running her tongue down its cool hardness...... 

scarlett2angel: Poppy is a good dancer wish i could move like that 

Poppy England: *reaches the floor and swings round holding the pole with one 

hand....letting go of the pole and strutting back along the bar..... 

Heart1226: tickles Scarlett and whispers... you're a wonderful dancer too...  

D r a z: watchs  the strutt down the bar  

Poppy England: *reaches the end of the bar.... 

scarlett2angel: not sure if anyone else saw what she did one night ..but she popped a 

bottle top with one squeeze of her thighs around a bottle one night 

D r a z: didnt see that  

Poppy England: *climbs down and sits on her bar stool, taking up her glass of vodka and 

has a sip.... 

D r a z:  grins at poppy as she climbs down ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  great danceoppy ,,,,,,,,,,  

Heart1226: ohhh myy... I always miss the fun times lately..  

Heart1226: smiless and claps for poppy..... great dance rehearsal poppy... !! if I were a 

guy I would have emptied my pocket for that dance.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: nice dance Poppy  

scarlett2angel: Draz can i pay for Poppys first drink? 

Poppy England: I wanted to try and be a bit more daring on the dance pole 

 
 
Poppy England: *slips onto a bar stool, casually dressed in skin tight black capri pants 

showing off her slender ankles with a silver anklet....black ballet pumps and her red crop 

top 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles at poppy  

Al_dente_: slow is nice 

Heart1226: smiles at my lovely friend as she sits on the stool near me.... hope you had a 

good rest Poppy.. smiles 

Poppy England: I did, thanks heart, up bright and early for my early start 

D r a z: would you like anything fromthe bar poppy ? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looking good tonight heart 

Heart1226: good to hear that Poppy..  

Heart1226: well I do try my best bears.. smiles sipping my pineapple juice...  

Poppy England: *slips off her chair and starts to gently bump hips with heart as she sits 

on her stool 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well you dont have to try hard jsut comes natural right  

Heart1226: giggles and bump hips with POppy..  



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes a sip of my wine 

D r a z: watches the girls 

Poppy England: *raises her arms...showing off her smooth midriff and tosses back her 

hair....stilll bumping hips with heart...grinning at the bad girl* 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches poppy and heart and grins 

Heart1226: winks at Poppy as I move my hip some to the beat... rocking my body slightly 

along with Poppy... giggles at the bad girl remark.. sticks my tongue out to her ..lol 

Heart1226: tuneeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: watches  the hips move together 

CreativeEd: lovely sight indeed.. but time for eye lids inspection....  

Poppy England: *giggles at the song and runs her long fingers over her belly...showing 

off the sparkling diamond in her navel.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches thier hips sway like a cobra to the flute 

Poppy England: *locks her hands behind her head.....crop top naughtily rising a bit 

more..... 

Poppy England: *hips rolling with the steady rhythm of the music.....winking to heart* 

D r a z: smiling  as the  girls   burlesque it  up  together    

Al_dente_: enjoys Poppy's side on view..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: check my bottom lip make sure i am not drooling 

Poppy England: *leans her hands on the sides of the stool where heart is sitting....and 

wiggles her backside for the guys..... 

D r a z: places a towel close to bears  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: chuckles at draz thanks man 

Heart1226: raises an eyebrow and grins as I admire Poppy's sexy belly.. and envies the 

diamond as it situated nicely to her navel... hips keeps swaying to the melodic song...  

Poppy England: *swings her hips from side to side, muscles working under the skin tight 

capri pants..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: swirls my wine around in my glass raising to my nose 

inhaling the arome taking a sip 

D r a z: grins  watching the  muscles ripple in the pants  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thinks about how firm and great those legs look 

Heart1226: leaning my back to the bar... drinking in the sweet fragrance of my gorgeous 

friend.... rocking my body some as I sit and enjoy her dancing close to me.... smiles 

sweetly at her.. and winks to the guys around..   

Poppy England: *raises her arms again and moves back to bumping hips gently with 

heart.....moves her arms around behind her head....lifting the little top to give a glimpse 

of the curve of the bottom of her breasts.....picks up her hair...piling it on top of her 

head..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks back to heart and grins mischivously  

Poppy England: *moves towards the bar....climbing up onto the hard polished 

surface...kicking off her shoes.....dropping down onto her knees......grinning at the 

guys..... 

D r a z: women are a whole nutha thing ............  watche sthe   swellof breasts jiggle  

Al_dente_: smiles back at Poppy..... 



Heart1226: gasps at the delectable sight of POppy... cant help but lick my lips as I 

continue to move with her on my seat... giggles as our hips bump each other... shimmiess 

my shoulder some..  and looks up at her as she seductively moves towards the bar... 

winks at her.. atta girl..! 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

Poppy England: *starts to crawl along the bar, skin tight pants sculpting her hips as they 

roll as she crawls along......full breasts pushing against the crop top, swaying gently as 

she moves..... 

Al_dente_: eyes the swaying top..... 

D r a z: profileplease dino,,,,,,,,,,, 5 mins    

Poppy England: *stops on the bar in front of Al....kneeling up and sitting on her heels, 

reaching up with her arms...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eye poppy's lustious breasts oh my 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  great view 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i do agree al 

Al_dente_: that bare midrif.... 

Al_dente_: the tightly encased breasts 

Poppy England: *pulses her body and starts to arch her back, pressing up her breasts 

under the little top.......leans back, head coming into contact with the bar..... 

Al_dente_: and those capri pants are pretty tight 

Al_dente_: especially now.... 

Heart1226: my eyes dazzle as Poppy moves erotically over the bar.... fanning myself.. 

rocking my right leg some as it crossed over the left.. .. mmm lucky man Al.... winks 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i think those breasts are going to pop out of that top ... that 

would jsut be a shame 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: chuckles 

Al_dente_: hugging every curve..... 

Poppy England: *moves a hand to her lower belly and drifts it over the front of her 

pants....up over the smooth midriff and the sparkling diamond......a finger tracing gently 

over the curve of a breast as she continues to pulse her body to the rhythm of the 

music.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes a nother sip of wine 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches heart 

Al_dente_: watches Poppy's body undulating with the beat 

Al_dente_: imagining....... 

Al_dente_: enjoying the view 

Al_dente_: follows her fingers 

Poppy England: *pulls herself up, tossing back her hair as she sits on her heels.....then 

rises up onto her feet and starts to strut down the bar towards Bear..... 

D r a z: smiles watching ........  the beat of the body  

Heart1226: ohhh myyy .... biting my lip as my eyes wander along POppy's body of 

wonderland......  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches delightfully as poppy comes my way 



Poppy England: *stops in front of him and turns her back to him.....raises her arms and 

locks them behind her neck....... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: making eye contact with her 

D r a z:      medium font dino please 

Heart1226: hello grey........ hugss.. and takes him near the bar... Poppy is dancing.. 

provocatively.. winks  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: pulls at my collar on my shirt unbuttoning the top neck 

button whew 

Poppy England: *starts to swing her butt from side to side....her long legs braced..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches the sway of her nice looking backside 

Heart1226: tuneeeeeeeeeee 

Heart1226: mmmm tough lover.......  

Heart1226: shimmies my shoulder.. eyes glued to the sexy dancer over the bar..  

Poppy England: *moving down, she bends her knees, pushing down her butt towards her 

feet, grinning she bounces up and down  

D r a z: watches  the bouncing  butt ......  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles with a big grins and enjoys the bouncing parts very 

very much 

Al_dente_: wathes the profile of Poppy bouncing.....  hmmmm 

Poppy England: *grabbing her ankles....she pushes up her backside.....and shakes 

it.....fast and furious..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh you naughty girl you 

Heart1226: ohhhh my.... whewww.. it's really getting hotter and hotter in here....  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yes yes it is 

Poppy England: *takes a hand away from her ankle and slaps one of the cheeks of her 

twerking ass..... 

Al_dente_: the 'smack' rings out..... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mmmm yep deffantly getting hpot in here 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hot 

Poppy England: *straightens and smiles to Draz for a beer glass 

D r a z: passes poppy  a beer glass 

Heart1226: shiverss as I hear the smackin...! 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thinks alot of inapproperiate thoughts 

Poppy England: *bends over and places the glass on the bar........raises her 

arms...showing off some bare midriff and the crease under her breasts as her top lifts..... 

Poppy England: anyone want to see some more? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: nods yes 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: words evade me 

Heart1226: waving some bill....... moreeeeeeeeeeee..!! giggles 

MelbourneKate: hiya, heart  

Poppy England: *swings her hips with the music......grinning* 

Al_dente_: lol 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: pulls out a 50 yes yes 



Poppy England: then some notes in that beer glass will help 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: puts 2 50s in 

Poppy England: *smiles down to Bear and turns her back again.....shimmying her well 

rounded butt...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: bites my lip alittle 

Poppy England: *crosses her arms and starts to pull up her top....... 

Al_dente_: <writes a note, and pops it into the glass.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: floolws every inch closely as flesh is shown 

Poppy England: *keeping her back to the guys she exposes the golden skin of her narrow 

back...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lets out a mmmmm audible not meanign too 

Poppy England: *pulls the top off, shakes out her hair and continues to shimmy her 

hips....drops the top in Draz's lap* 

Heart1226: claps and sways to my seat... watching Poppy tease the guys...  

D r a z: smiles and slips the top  under the bar   

Heart1226: ohhhhh myyyy..  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: does a double take and doesnt even blink 

Heart1226: woohooooooo DRaz..!!! some really really good girl there!! winks 

Al_dente_: Watches poppy tease the guys.... and heart 

Heart1226: giggles at Al..  

Heart1226: I am a goooodddd girll......! 

Poppy England: *crosses her feet and turns....shimmying...her naked breasts catching the 

lights in the bar...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: tries not to drool a little  

Al_dente_: hmmmm... 

Al_dente_: beutiful breasts....... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: licks my lips  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yes they are 

Poppy England: *shimmies her shoulders and jiggles her full breasts......slipping her 

hands behind her back....the light glimmering on the gold dusting powder on her 

body........ 

Heart1226: chewing my bottom lip ... eyes loving the glorious sight that is Poppy... and 

her girls... giggles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: examing every lovely inch of her breasts 

MelbourneKate: oh my 

Poppy England: *nipples hardening in the cooler air.......grinning to the guys...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: i am in the same boat as heart right now squirming on my 

stool 

Al_dente_: good girls indeed.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smacks my lips together yet those look delious 

Al_dente_: loving the way they hang...... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: perky  



Heart1226: indeed Al... indeed... mindlessly nodding.. enjoying the sight of my lovely 

friend...  

D r a z: eyes up the wiggling poppy   

Poppy England: *raises her arms....clasping her hands, throwing back her head....her hips 

starting to roll with the music......pulsing her body to the music, the movement moving 

up from her hips...over her belly across her breasts and up to her neck...... 

Al_dente_: notices heatrs head bobbin as her eyes follow the nipples 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches poppy and eyes her neck thinking how much fun it 

would be to nibble on  

Poppy England: *turns and starts to strut slowly along the bar.....towards the end....... 

Poppy England: *climbs down from the bar....... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps 

Al_dente_: eyes follow.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: and grins 

D r a z: stands at the end and passes poppy a LAB robe  

Poppy England: *puts on the robe* 

D r a z: woo hoo poppy  ,,,,,,,,,,,,great dance 

D r a z:   BRAVO   

Poppy England: thanks Draz 

Al_dente_: Claps, as draz passes the robe.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: gives a standing ovations 

D r a z:  slips a 50 in her  jar 

Al_dente_: well done poppy... Great dance 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sits down quickly remembers the tight trousers 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol 

Poppy England: thanks Bear and Al....wraps the robe about her hot body.... 

Al_dente_: or is that HAWT  ? 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: either or i think al 

Poppy England: hot as in I have been dancing *grins* 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at poppy would you like a cold drink after that dance  

Poppy England: *slips back onto her bar stool and drinks her rapidly cooling coffee 

D r a z: wipes the bar down    would you like  a drink now   poppy ? 

Poppy England: go on Draz and Bear, you have talked me into it 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: gives draz a 20 what ever she wants 

Poppy England: the usual please 

 


